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INTRODUCTION

Whore, vamp, angel of mercy, bluestocking, suffragette,
eccenLric, man in disguise, wallflower, victim of circumstance:

spinsterhood is a sign of something else, a sign of deficiency,
of sublimation. Consider the psychologically-scarred. lesbian
Miss wade, or the desperate, delusional Bfanche DuBois, or the

'plain Jane' CaLherine Sloperl. These women can hardJ_y be

considered regular \ivomen who have chosen not to marry

In contrast, Barbara Pym transcends political- mot.ivation and

sexual agenda by simply creating women who are not married, v/omen

who are spinsters. with a det.achment similar to that of an

anthropotogist. at work, she observes her characters with
sympathy. rn this t.hesis, then, r wirl explore this image of the
spínst.er and the ways in which the spinster characters creaLe

themsel-ves within t.he novel-s, and how pym ultimately and simply
presents unmarried women. My discussion will focus on pym,s

first t.hree published novels: Some Tame Gazell-e, Excellent Women

and Jane and Prudence. I have chosen these novels because they

best reveal Pym's interest in spinsLers and their ability t.o find
personal freedom in a world Lhat. largely ignores their existence.

rn chapter one, r wish t.o explore a brief criticar history
in order t.o situate my work on pym. For example, the reader wilr
not.ice t.hat Pym criticism is not divided or polemicat; her texts
have not been st.udied enough for schol-ars to become divided about



their meanings and interpretat.ions. Moreover, the majority of
the criticism is simple and does not explore, in any great d.epth,

the value of Pym's work. For example, until rgir when Robert

smith published a short article on pym's publishing career in
ArieL, most of the scholarship consisted of newspaper and

magazine reviews of her recent or recently released work; she had

not been embraced by the academic communit.y. Once philip Larkin,
one of Pym's long-time supporters and cfose friends, and Lord

David cecil both decl-ared in The Times Literary supprement on

January 2I, L977 that Pym was oriê of the most underrat.ed writers
of the twentíeth century, people began Lo notice her work. At

this time, after a long period (196i--L971) where she was unabre

to find any company to pubrish her material-, a new int.erest in
her work was born, and she had much of her unpublished material-

published and all of her previousty pubtished novels re-issued.
consequentry, in the period after her first set of works was

initially published, she was a new writer without. an established
reputation or corpus, and the period where she remained

unpubJ-ished became a time when schol-ars and crit.ics forgot about

t.his new writer. only a short. period of Lime has elapsed (since

L911 when she was re-discovered) during which her reputation has

been re-estabrished and scholars have introduced, or re-
int.roduced, her work into Lheir studies. with this pubrishing

history in mind, fry critical hist.ory wil-l present an overview of
the most significant. Pym crit.icism and out.line some of the

resources that will be used in the remainder of the thesis and



their importance to my arg:umenLs.

chapter two will begin by providing an intensive study of
one area of Pym's work that ís presently missing from this canon;

r will explore the way in which pym's spinsters find a form of
self-identity in fiction. using her first three published

novels, I wil-l examine the way that t.hey use fiction and

imaginat.ive relocation to move outside rigid social positions and

find a critical self-awareness that enables them to cope with
their lives within a constrictive social envi-ronment.

In chapter three, I will ext.end this idea of ct:.j-)ing within a

restrictive society in examining the way that. these spinsters
please their bodies in a social world that denies their
sensuality. These women find pleasure in t.he consumpLion of
food. Food becomes a method of expressing sensualit.y in a world
that assumes spinsters do not enjoy physícal pleasures and are

restricted from partaking in all types of physical pleasure. rn

a society that demands female pre-marital virginity, pym, s

spinsters find ways of expressing their sexuality through food.

This use of food in Pym's novels has not. yet been properly
explored, and r hope to extend pym criticism by providíng t.his
study in chapter t.hree.

Finally, in this thesis, I hope not only t.o extend pym

criti-cism, but also to excit.e int.erest in t.he work of Barbara

Pym. Her disjointed publishing career has made iL harder for
public and academic interest in her work to gain momentum. Her

work, which ref1ects the l-ives of women who have been ignored by



society, is an import.ant part of eritish literature in the
twent.ieth century. She not only creates witty, resilient and

resourceful characters, she also chronicles the pligihL of the

spj-nster in the changing world that existed after World War II
and, in this v/ây, creat.es a literary history of forgotten women.



CHAPTER ONE

BARBARÀ PYM - A CRTTICAL HISTORY

The street lamps v/ere already l-it, and the Victorian-Gothic
house looked mysterious and romantic in the misty harf-

' light. fLs ugliness was softened and t.he monk ey-puzzle and

the dingry laure'.s were blurred masses of darkness. (19)

. This passage from Pym's Crampton Hodnet reflects the

att.it.ude some critics have when approaching the work of Barbara

Pym. The srightry victorian attitudes of t.he characters and

their world seem incongiruous wit.h twentieth century women,s

writing. Thankfully, breathe these critics, v/ê cannot be

expect.ed to examine closely t.he ugliness in this bl-urred.

darkness. Not surprisingly, the critical work of the past

sixteen years on the novers of Barbara pym has not always

furthered Pym scholarship or presenLed her as a writ.er worthy of
academic interest. Many critics insist on eval-uating her work in
biographical terms. A cornmon critical error is Lo assume, due to

her being a spinster, that her work is sotely based on personal

experience Certainty, correspondences exist between some of
her literary characters and evenLs in her ov/n life. However, to
reduce each of Pym's charact.ers and stories to real- people and



events in Pym's life is to misunderstand the whole purpose of
ficLion and, specifically, the beauty of pym,s novels.

This chapter will contain an overview of the types of
criticism that exist concerning pym's work and, in part.icular,
will examine Lhe crit.icism that. is essential to t.he argument of
this t.hesis. For exampre, articles by Margaret Bradham and

Barbara Brothers contrast with this thesis' assertions, while
Niamh Baker and Michael Cot.sel}'s books contain ideas that will-
help inform this st.udy. Also, The Life and work of Barbara pym,

an anthology edited by Dale Salwak, is centraf to thi s critical-
history. This work includes a review of pym's personar and

professional l-ife, a study of some of her novels and

reminiscences about Pym by critics who had met her. salwak has

collect.ed a variety of ínformat.ion about Pym's life and provided

some introduct.ion t.o the discussion of the various themes in her

novels. Although this text represents one of the most

comprehensive st.udies of Pym, it is one of the earliest. Salwak

shoul-d be congraLulat.ed for providing early recognition of pym,

and conLemporary scholars can use his anthology as a foundation

on which to develop their work.

First, John Bayley's "Where, Exactly, is the pym World?", in
safwak's anthology, answers the inquiry into the appeal of pym's

novers and addresses Pym's location in the world of modern

fiction. rt. al-so begins my overview of pym criticism. rn this
art.icle, Bayley att.empts to define the elusive essence of pym,s

artistry. He says that "we can never fix our gaze on how she



does it, on how she obtains her effects" (51). He focuses on

"her novels' lack of pretension" (51), and "It]he unconscious

selfhood of a Pym novel " (52) . His emphasis throughout the

article remains on Pym's success in combining the two worfds in
which we arr l-íve: our dairy, trivÍal líves and our romantic,

emotional lives. He points out that modern writers generally

"systematise this contrast" (53) (between these tv/o worlds) and

we become "ful-ly conscious of the aut.hor's probable satiric or

didactic purpose" (53). Bayley praises pym for her skill in
har¡ing t.hese worlds "compleLe]-y coincide without J-osing their
separaLe identiLy" (53) .

Further to this idea, he staLes that "pym novels contain no

satire" (53). He makes this stat.ement. to show how Pym is unl-ike

most novelists who work in " [t]he flat world of mod.ern fict.ion"
which "is suited to black jokes and satire, not to comedy,, (53).

Again, he emphasises t.hat "her genius is in the art of being

funny without being superior" (54). This point is most important

when discussing Pym's work. She has great sympathy for her

characLers and her readers, therefore she highlights human folly
with a gentler, non-satirical comedy. He concludes that pym's

world is undefinable in that " [t]here is rea]ty no such thing as

a 'Barbara Pym world.' [And] [t]hat is t.he final paradox about

her, and the final- triumph of her art" (57) . Bayley,s article
insightfuJ-ly addresses one of t.he most intriguing aspect.s of
Pym's work, Lhe undefinable nature of the world that she creat.es,

and is important to this history in that. it helps provide the



reader v/it.h a primary critical base from which pyn,s novels can

be approached.

Many Pym scholars consider Diana Benet's book Somethinq To

Love as a significant critical work among the book length studies

of Pym's fict.ion. Benet examines pym's novels primarily in terms

of their various themes. she observes that. pym's vision changes

from a feminine vision to a "universal- perspect.ive" (2), that is,
one that contains both a feminine and masculine viewpoint. Benet

sees Pym as an accomplished wricer because she "was to become an

astute chronicler of concerns and iss,ies fundamental to both

sexes" (2) While Benet's praise is appropriate, she falls int.o

the same trap as many other critics. rn pym's earJ-y work, BeneL

observes, she only represenLs the femal-e point of view and

focuses on women while the mate characLers are "incompletely
realized" (15) - Benet, like others, see this as a failure.
However, severaf hundred years of l-it.erature have produced many

strong male charact.ers and female characters who are similarly
"incompletely realized. " Clearly, pym is using these male

characters as types or funct.ions just. as charles Dickens used

certain female characters to represent various aspects of
femininity. Benet's suggest.ion that pym's early work is noL as

slronq as her later work is a common theme t.hroughout pym

crit.icism. I would argiue that Benet. would have been more correct
in her suggest.ion that Pym's achievement. came in her "novels

[which] tel-l us a great deal about the lives of women and the

problems peculiar to them" (2) .



Benet states in her chapter on pym's early novels that ,'her

early characters and plots suggesL that radical d,ifferences

separate women and men, with women having different natures,

needs, problems, and perceptions" (15). r would suggest that pym

frames these plots in this way because \^/omen and men in her

fictional worlds are t.reated in radically different ways. For

example, in Jane and Prudence, Prud.ence who is unmarried is
const.antly judged by her peers because she is still single. Her

co-workers oft.en express their piLy for her. However, the single
mal-e in the office, Geoffrey Manifotd, is ner¡er subjected to such

scrutiny or pity. This difference in treatmenL might. explain

Benet's characLerization of Pym's early novels as inadequate.

In her discussion of Pym's .Tane and Prudence, Benet examines

the use of t.he imagination by t.he protagonist.s and their reliance
on lit.erary models for t.heir lives. Her discussion of this issue

is worth ment.ioning because it will be important for t.he arqument

presented in chapter Lwo. Benet summarizes pym's use of the

femare protagonist.s' employment of ímagination: "...they fall in
l-ove with images of t.heir ov'/n creation and with images of
themselves whose ref l-ections they see in t.heir lovers, eyes "

(13). Benet says the women in Jane and prudence use their
imaginations "to create Man, a remarkable being,, (13) . The women

in t.his novel- do use Lheir imaginations to create "Man" tecause

t.he men who are presenL are not good.examples of t.heir sex. While

this aspect of creative imagination is very important in this
novel, Benet overlooks another aspect of the female imagination,



Lhe necessity to create one's own ident.ity through the

imagination. Benet focuses her discussion on the ways that t.hese

women's imaginations affect their relationships with men. I
think that. she has shift.ed the focus of pym,s novel . pym,s focus

is on Jane and Prudence, and noL on how the men int.eract in
relation to the women. Pym is addressing the relationship that
these women have with each other and themselves, and this major

concern should be t.he focus of crit.ical discussion.

Benet asserts that the female characters want Lhe men to be

serf-centred so they (the women) can feel needed. ,,They see men

as a class with greater vulnerabitit.ies and d.ifferent, more

important needs than theír own, and usuarly rush to firr the

needs they have themselves created" (60). Benet suggests, then,

that Pym's female characters construct their own ident.ity through

men by creat.ing the men's identity. And, consequently, ,'these

women often define their purpose from their idea of male needs,'

(60) . Benet proposes t.hat these women do define themselves

according to men, but manage to define Lhemsel-ves in an inferíor
posítion. she does not see the imagination as a means for
creating emotional- freedom for these women. she says that Jane

and Prud.ence "are still under the grip of imaginative models that
lead t.hem only to discontentment and unfutf ill-ment', (57¡ . Benet

does not see that. the only method that these women have for
coming cl-ose Lo a truer definition of themselves exists in
fíct.ion because no matLer how inept or inferior men really are in
their worl-d, they controÌ the social and economic power of that
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world.

Like Diane BeneL's book, Jane Nardin,s Batbara plzm is
another significant piece of Pym's critical history because many

crltics and readers of Pym see this text as a centra] critical-
work. Nardin begins by out.lining pym's background, personal and

professional life. Her most interestíng discussion, though,

involves the types of characters that Pym presenLs in her novels.
while she spends most of her specific discussion of pym,s t.exts
presenting plot sunì.mary, this section dealing with character
types is beneficial to any scholar of Barbara pym.

First, Nardin, like many criLics, acknowledges Lhe

"unfailing respect and sympat.hy with which tpyml treats Iher
charactersl" (10) Because pym's heroines are always women, and

often women who are on the margins of society, it is important
for each critic and reader t.o be aware of the respect t.hat pym

has f or her characters. More important.ly, t.he reader musL see

that. while the humour is sometimes aimed. at. the heroines, it is
the gentl-e humour of recognition and identification. pym

sympat.hizes wit.h them and refuses to abuse them as many writers
might. Nardin emphasizes that. "Pym builds into t.he structure and

Lexture of her novels a convincing refut.ation of t.he id.ea that.

those who never achieve much or experience dramatic events and

emotions are bored emotional cripples " (24) . This idea is
crucial- to underst.anding pym's heroines. Al-t.hough their lives
appear duII and uneventful, the sit.uations in which they find
themsel-ves d,o produce in them a height.ened awareness of their
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desires and emoti-ons.

Moreover, Nardin notes that because many of them do not

actively seek what they desire, they "avoid painfur col-lisions
between imagination and reality and so. . . keep the imagination

alive" (19). Many crítics see the rively imaginations of pym,s

heroines as negat.ive aspects of their characters. Nardin does

not make it clear whet.her she sees this feature as positive or
negative. However, she does downplay the import.ance of fiction
within Pym's texts. she says "if the literary airusion does not

mingle pain and pleasure, it can símply be a source of quiet fun,,

(22¡. Nardin has understated the importance of fiction. pym

crearly connects the imagination with literature. As her

heroines search for self-identity, t.hey rely on their
imaginations for guidance. And it is literature that provides

the models in this quest. Therefore Nardin's dismissal- of
literature as mere comfort. is a lament.able oversight, and one

Lhat wilr be ad.d,ressed furt.her in chapt.er two of this thesis.
Anot.her t.ext that is invaluable t.o the study of Barbara pym

is Michael cotsel-]'s Barbara pvm. while he does address

biographical aspects of her work, his discussion does not detract
from the val-ue of his analysis. cotserl addresses the most

obvious aspect of biographical crit.icism, t.he author's gender

cotsell sees Pym's val-ue in her difference from male writers.
where Pym fundamentally differs 

, 
from t.he braggadocio of some

male modernist writ.ers. . . is in her refusa] to ident.ify with
meaninglessness-which is also a refusal to separaLe art from
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our human need to make meaning in our lives. (5)

cotsell is the first to consider what pym sees as the value of
arL, and his type of biographicar criticism is the first. to
address certain philosophical issues that previousty had gone

unment ioned .

cot.sell- also addresses one of the main themes of pym,s work,

the t.heme of creation:

one of the at.tractions of pym's novels ís that. we sense |n
t.hem the aut.hor's own repeated commitment to hopefulness,

the repeated act of imagining possibility. If we sometimes

detect in her what she explores in some of her characters, a

refusal at some level of life and relat.ionship, we can also

admire the candour of her exploration and her delight in t.he

range of experience she does allow herself. (5)

Cotsell-'s criticism finds a relationship between the author and

her work in a way that previous crit.ics have not. And art.hough

she does present a commitment to hopefulness, iL does contain a
sense of precariousness and risk t.hat does not appear in the work

of writers who address simil-ar topicsl. cotsell- sees t.hat. pym

tries Lo communj-cale, t.hrough her characters, her sense of the

world and her idea of creation and art which include the
precariousness of (daily) emotional flux. Clearly, the focus of
Cotsell-'s criticism remains on pym's texts rather than on the

details of her personaÌ Iife.
Also, Cotsell, líke Bayley, siLuates pym as a'twentieth

cenLury writer. He see that "pym's novels can answer to the
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kinds of critical inquiries we characLeristically make of
contemporary literature" (1) . Cotsetl says that it is import.ant

to see that Pym's work can be discussed, for example, "in
relation to contemporary structuralist and post-structuralist
accounts of language" (7). He is reacLing to others who have

sought to understand Pym by looking at her as either beneath or
equal to the work of Jane Austen. While Pym may resemble Austen

ín various v/ays, Pym is part of Lhe twentieth cent.ury and her

work ref l-ects t.he issues that. are part of this century.

cotsell- al-so addresses the issue of poetry (and indirectly,
the use of fiction) in Pym's novefs. He examines the function of
quoted poet.ry in Pym's work, and suggest.s t.hat. "the majority of
her successful novels have a poetic text or texts as a kind of
focus of the feeling about the worl-d they prof fer" (r-6) . For

example, both the main texLs of Some Tame Gazel-l-e and Less Than

Ansels are preceded by poetic epigraphs from Thomas Haynes Bayly

and Alexander Pope respecti-vely. He notes the skill with which

Pym uses these poet.ic texLs. These novels are ', formed around. a

preliminary poetic characterisation. . .and t.his characLerisation
is extended t.hrough al-Iusion and imagery into the texture of the

nover" (16) . cotserl makes an excel-rent point. that pym,s use of
poetry does extend beyond t.he fact t.hat she, as a young woman,

read for a deqree in English l-iterature at oxford. His ideas

about t.he use of poetry and fiction witl help reinforce my

argument. in the remainder of this thesis.
A reratively new Pym critic Niamh Baker, in her book Happily
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Ever After? women's Fiction in postwar Britain, 1945-60, examines

some of the same issues that Diane Benet addresses in her book,

but Baker observes them different.ly. Her book is included in
this critical hist.ory because Baker addresses some of the

critics' concerns about. pym's work, such as her underdeveloped

male characters, and examines them wit.hin a literary movement.

Baker places Pym's work in an historical context wiLhout reJ-ying

on socio-hist.orical- criticism by addressing the post. World War If
women's right.s movement. Baker also places pym within a group of
femalrr British writ.ers of her t.ime such as Elizabeth Taylor,

Elizabeth Goudge and Olivia Manning who address issues similar to
Pym's. By placing her within a specific rit.erary movement, Baker

has conferred upon her a certain aut.hority that she might

otherwise not achieve.

Baker begins her book by addressing Lhe most colnmon

crit.icism of Pym and other women writers, Lhat t.heir male

characters are not fu]ly developed. Here she ad.dresses this
issue Benet finds so troubling. Baker says " [t]hey challenge the
critical assumption t.hat, because the male supposedly represents

the universal, ân inability to depict. male characters

satisfactorily excl-udes women writers from ,great, literature"
(42) . often, Pym has been criticised for her two-dimensionar

mal-e characLers. Baker continues:

r think that when -qritics devalue women's novels because of
their aut.hors' so-cal-Ied inabilít.y to creale credibre men,

they are applying male-centered rules, without und.erstanding
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the function of heroes and lovers in women's fiction. (42)

Baker has higrhlighted an import.ant point. Just as f emal-e

characters throughout literary history have served as functions

within a male worrd, these men also appear for a purpose within
these fictionaf worlds. Consequently, pym,s ,inability, to draw

complete mal-e characters is not necessarily a flaw, but instead a

literary technique she uses to develop further her female

characters and their responses to their world.

Like Benet, Baker organises her discussion around. the

various Lhemes that. Pym and other femafc writers explore in their
novels. By using this method of organisation, Baker is able to
emphasize the ideas that link and define t.his lit.erary group. one

such theme is marriage. Baker recognises that, during this
period, the sel-ection of a husband, is literalty t.he choice of a

rr-tetr-me tor most women. Baker says that " [t]he female l_ove

story is about the choice of a future" (45) . women writers in
this poslwar period refl-ect the difference between marriage and

love, and marriage and women's achievement. Baker specifically
addresses how t.he problem of marriage is treated in Pym's novels.

she says t.hat "Barbara Pym's treaLment of marriage is critical
and ironic, buL not t.ragic" (48) . Baker derives this opinion
from t.he accepLance of marriage that many of pym's women have.

" [Pym] shows her women. .accept that...t.hey are expected to put.

marríage and the family at the cent.re of their lives" (48). And

Baker is right to reveal that pym in her female characLers,

whether married or single, "celebrates v/omen's ability Lo extract
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satisfaction from their unsatisfactory lives" (48)

optimism is the strength of all pym heroines.

'-L'rl1s

rn her chapter on spinsters, Baker defines pym's spinsters
as "women who are still trapped into having t.o define themselves

by referring to their usefulness t.o men" (68). Baker says that.

"even the humour and irony...fails to dispel this picture of
women living at the margins of society, t.heir talents and skitls
ignored" (68) . Pym presents chis pict.ure def iberat.ely. Often,

t.hese women have chosen to be single, but this decision does not

imply that they have chosen to be useless. Because their society
forces women to define themselves according to their useful-ness

Lo men, the spinsters see themsel-ves in t.his manner.

But more import.ant.ly, Baker recognises that "Barbara pym has

rehabilitat.ed the image of the faded dowdy spinster...giving her

a dignity and courage that she lacks in'ot.her fiction" (70) . For

example, Pym presents us with Belinda Bede who is not only kind,
but also intel-ligent and witt.y. pym does give "the image of the

spinster an individual human face, but... Idoes] noL significantly
al-ter iL" (83). Baker sees this inabilit.y as a failure, buL pym

avoids overt challenges to show the Lrue inner strength of these

women who do not have the power to inítiat.e change in their
socia] environments

Baker's closing comments reínforce what pym and the other
female writers try to do in t.heir texts - present an alternative
definition for women and their roles. The characLers often see

marriage as "a threat to their aut.onomy" (]-iA) . Marriage is
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"constricting,' âssociated wíth passivity and dependence, it
st.unts mental and spiritual growth' (Ll 4) . These writers suggest

that freedom and independence are available to the spinster. But

most of al-I, " [t]he ability of women to make something out of
limited opportunitíes is celebraLed, t.heir failure to transcend

t.heir roles sympatheticarly portrayed' (L76) . whether these

writeis are part of a feminist. movement or not, their examinat,ion

of women's roles is important, and Baker's work on these women is
valuable t.o any study of Barbara pym and others like her.

Mary Strauss-Nol-l's essay, ',Love and Marriage in the

Novels, " locat.ed in salwak's anthology, provides a careful and

intelligent evaluation of t.he role of love and marriage in pym,s

work. And in examining love and marriage, she naturally
addresses the situation of the spinster. Subsequent.J-y, her essay

will begin this section of criticism focused on Pym's spinsters.
st.rauss-Nol1 observes that " It]here is a curious mixt.ure of
romance and cynicism in the attitude of most of pym's single
women" (73). Her identification of this very important. feature
of Pym's novel-s reveals her sensitivit.y to pym,s theme of the

st.ruggle of the spinst.er in a changing world.

However, noL all Pym schol-ars are as insightful as Strauss-

NoIl. Margaret C. Bradham overlooks the subtlety in Pym's texts.
rn her article "Barbara Pym's women, " she says t.hat "Lhere is a

great. deal of disappointment., despair, failure, and roneriness in
her works" (31) . clearry, Bradham does nol see the freedom

enjoyed by many of Pym's spinsters. Moreover, Bradham says thaL
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" [m] arriage is an achievement, and it is the experience t.he pym

spinster wants; she never questions whet.her marriage wilt dispel
her loneriness and make her happy" (32). Bradham has ignored

Belinda Bede's thoughts at the close of some Tame Gazelle. As

Belinda considers that bot.h she and her sist.er have refused

various marriage proposals, she thinks "she could only be

giateful that their lives were to be so l-ítt.Ie changed, (251).

Bel-inda is happy to remain a spinst.er.

Br.'adham also addresses the issue of illusion in pym,s

novels. She states " [h] aving found, neither lukewarm love affairs
nor suitable attachments, most Pym women are so desperaLe for
affection that they will cont.ent Lhemselves with illusions" (34).

Bradham is wrong. While a few characters such as Connj-e Aspinall
in Some Tame Gazel-le act out ill-usions of l-ove, w€ can l-ook to
Belinda Bede once again to find evidence against Bradham, s

assert.ion. Belinda has had an opportunity to marry and has

refused the proposal-. Yet, she lives happily with her secret

Iove for the Archdeacon. She knows that life with t.he Archdeacon

would be more unpleasant than she imagines, so she is content

with her illusion of a generally unrequited love for this
ridiculous man. This idea about ilfusion and real-ity will be

explored furt.her in chapter two.

Bradham concl-udes that Pym's women are ',unhappy and lonely, "

" self -centerêd, " " sel-f -concerned, and at. t.imes petty,, (3 6 ) . She

says that these women focus on daily and trivial matters to make

up for their lack of success in love. "They cling to pathet.ic
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irrusions" and "keep their hopes vague and unspecific" (36) .

Bradham has fallen into t.he trap of seeing these women as their
fictional societies do. Instead of observing the rich inner life
these women have created for themselves, Bradham's viewpoint apes

the marriage-centered, masculine view of women that is prominent

within the texts' fictional world.

Robert J. Graham in "cumbered with Much serving: Barbara

Pym's 'Excellent women'" also examines the l-ife of the spinster
in Pym's novels. This respected pyll crj-tic says that.

"spinsterIs] lhave] led a hard social anci f ictíonal life " (L42) .

They are good, Graham sLates, ât "observing t.he mating and near-

mat.ing going on around them, " yet they "stilJ- manage to bear t.he

brunt. of int.rospection and insight with bemused d.et'achment "

(145) r would suggest that this ability for introspection is
what. makes these excellenL women so exceflent

Graham adds t.hat. "their observaLions affirm spinsterhood

while casting doubt. upon marriag,e" (145) . He point.s to t.he

obvious disadvantages in marriage t.hat Pym creates in her nove]s.

" II]n Pym's fiction men are inherently ínferior,' (L46). Graham

extends this idea. "Fev/ men in pym,s novels are t.ruly
intellectual-, and even those displaying modest abifities are not

attracted t.o thinking v¿omen" (146) . For example, in Jane and

Prudence, Arthur Grampian, prudence's boss and love interest. for
part of Lhe novel, is only ínterested in Prudence because she is
aLtracted to him, and therefore her admiration serves to boost

his ego.
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I agree with Graham when he states that "most pym

protag.onists perceive marriagg t.o be timiting,' (L47). He

correctly points to Belinda Bede who sees marriaqe as "a union

which erodes a woman's individuality' (r4l-). Moreover, pym,s

spinsters realize thaL romance more often than not disappears

when one marries, and romance is not the only reason for choosing

to marry. rn Graham's evaluation, "romance becomes more a

theoretical- maLter than an actualiLy,' (150). In pym,s fictiona]
sccieties, the ínstitution of marriage is what counLs; but , for
her' spir:.sters, respecL and love are the most important aspects of
marriage. For example, in some Tame Gazelre, connie Aspinall is
willing to accept Theodore Grote,s verv sudden marriage proposal

wit.hout reflecting on the feelings that either has for the other.
It is this discrepancy in world-views that causes the spinsters,
trouble: even though their ideals compel them to reject marriage

as a mere institution, the spinsters are marginalized as outcasLs

rather than rebels to the t.raditions of their society.
He al-so adds a section to his article that outr-ines pym,s

(l-ack of ) publishing career. He declares that pym,s work wenL

out of style because "v/omen increasingly adopted a wid.er range of
lifestyres t.han those commonry port.rayed in pym,s ficLion,, (j-54) .

And he suggests t.hat her success owes much to t.he fact that. her

novels "are anchored by tradition, natural goodness, unshakable

optímism" (155). Graham is correct to highligrht t.hese aspecLs of
Pym's work. However, he fails Lo st.ress her importance as a

writer of women's fict.ion. Her val-ue goes beyond the abilit.y t.o
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examine the daily issues of our lives: she helps to re-define the

meaning and role of the spinster in the twentieth cent.ury.

Unlíke Graham, Laura Doan in her art.icle "pym,s Singul_ar

rnt.eresL: The self as spinster" closely examines pym,s at.tempt.s

to define the role of the spinster. she demonstrates that pym

wanted t.o "present the single state to the reader as a positive
choice" (140) . while she begins wit.h pym's own decision to
remain a spinster, Doan's work extends to careful and thoughtful-

analysis of Pym's text.s. Doan points Lo Miss Morrow and Miss

Doggett in Crampton Hodnet2 where Pym displays in these two women

"Lhe inadequacy of an exhausLed. stereotype and the possibilíty of
a new image " (1"42) . Doan claims that., throug,hout her books, pym

is trying to re-imagine the image of the spinster.
Pym's att.empt. to re-image the spinst.er is found not only in

the spinster herself, but also in the presentat.ion of marriage.

Doan says "Pym's critique of t.he institution of marriage is
int.egral to her re-concept.ualization of spinsterhood" (141). As

Baker has suggested, pym presents marriaqe as a less than

agreeable option.

Doan concfudes her study by examining the way in which pym

transmits t.hese ideas. specif ically, Doan discusses pym's

narraLive st.ruct.ure. "Pym adopt.s a way of writing that al-l_ows

for the insertion of crit.ical commentaries into t.he t.ext so that,
in effect, tvro voices, arLiculating differing positions, resonate

from a unit.ary text" (149). Pym uses Lhese Lwo voices to defiver
her 'subversive' message. when her heroine-spinst.ers are faced
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with the rigid expectations of the dominant voice whích

represents the prevalent definit.ion of the spinster and her

duties, Pym "overridles] the voice of the dominant socia] order

to insert a more subversive voice into the text" (l-50). By using
this technique to give the spinster a voice, Pym avoids becoming

a heawy-handed moral-ist..

Clearly, many do not see pym as a writer who presents a
f eminist challenge to t.radit.ional values. But she does provide a
challenge in t.he quietty subversive voice t.hat she places within
the mind of the sp,inster. Doan deciares that. "Barbara pym,s

novels become an opportunity to undermine tradit.ional not.ions of
the spinster and to create a positive self-identit.y,' (l-53) . she

sees Pym as ,presenting spinsterhood as "an alternative life-style
which offers women an act.ive role in society and allows t.hem t.he

opportunity to examine ot.hers critically". (l-53) . Doan,s informed

and thoughtful work on Pym excites further discussion of pym,s

interest. and val-ue to women's literature and wil-l become an

important. part of this thesis

The tast critic included in t.his brief crit.ical hist.ory is
Barbara Brothers. r will argue, in chapt.er two of this thesis,
against the main idea in her article "women victimised by

Fiction: living and loving in the novels of Barbara pym.,, rn
t.hÍs article, she examines the detrimental effects of the use of
the imaginaLion in estabrishing serf-identit.y in t.he novels of
Rarbara Pym. Brothers says that:

Pym contrasts her characters and their l-ives with those



which have been present.ed in lit.erat.ure to mock the

idealised view of the romantic paradigm and to emphasise

that her tal-es present the t.ruth of the matter. (62¡

Brothers cl-arifies t.his idea: " [T]he fantasy shapes the

expectations of the charact.ers" (62¡ . while she is right to
emphasize that fantasy shapes their lives, Brothers does not

acknowledge that. this imaginative process is essent.íal for these

spinst.ers to find their own identíty. while pym mocks the

idealised view of l-ove, Pym still has great sympathy for her

characters and never abuses them in the way t.hat Brothers

suggests. In fact, Pym uses t.he fiterature as a means to provide

her spinst.ers with a way to def ine their lives.
Next, Brothers indicates how both female and male characters

faíl- to live up to the idealised literary models t.hat are

provided. she is disturbed that "Lhe characters continue to
accepL that t.he paradigm refl-ects who and what they are or should

be" (6+¡. She says that "v/omen cling to t.he notion that men and

their world are as noble as they have been portrayed." (66).

Brothers uses Prudence as an example of this situation.
certainly, Prudence does worry about. the t.hings that t.rouble

Arthur Grampian, but at. the same t.ime, she over-dramatises her

own troubles. Because Pym portrays Grampian as such a ridicul-ous
charact.er3, the reader can avoid being t.rapped into thinking that
Prudence could be fooled by this man.

After examining various other examples of her thesis,
Brot.hers concl-udes that P1rm's "characters d.o not. conform to the
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model by which our society and fictions confer value upon men and

women" (79) . she says that pym's art is subversj_ve because "pym

raises the question of what it means to be human, and., in
particular, what it means to be among t.hose fíct.ion has iqnored,"
(19) . I would argue that Pym's subversiveness takes root in the
way the characLers subvert the fictions to provide definit.ions
f or themsel-ves. They are noL f inalry victims of f ictions.

While thís critical history is not complete, it does

highlight some of t.he import.ant and inf luent.ial Pym critics. In
the past., Pym criticism has focu_.:ed on such topics as her

similarity t.o Jane Austen, pym's own situation as a spinster, and.

her recurrj-ng literary subjects. Thankfutly, critics such as

Laura Doan and Michael Cotsell have looked further than these

obvious characteristics of Pym's novels. Their work has provided

readers with discussions that address Pym's quirky feminist ideas

and her ability to re-create and re-image the spinster. As more

critics consider and respond to t.he work of scholars like Doan

and Cotsell, t.his critical history will expand.

And r intend t.o add to this history. Expanding on some of
the ídeas presented in this chapter, r wirr show that pym, s

spinsters are not necessarily passive recipients of the dominant

culture. Using the means available to them, specifically fiction
and food, they can attain a critical sel-f-awareness that helps
them cope in t.heir rest.rictive social environments. rn doing
this, r hope to contribute to the growing críticism on and

interest. in the work of Barbara pym.



CHAPTER TWO

WOMEN 'SAVED' BY FICTION

What is the difference between an old maid and a glorified
spinster? "An old maid is an unmarried woman minus somet.hing;

t.he glorified spinster is an unmarríed woman pJus something,,

(Lewis,L25) . While this pseudo-riddle may not leave an audience

in stitches, it does reinforce t.he idea t.hat spinsters are

different. from other women, thaL is, married women. rn Lhe

1850s, the abundance of single women was referred to as ',the

'surplus woman prob-lem'" (5), a term which might be used to
define many of t.he unmarried women after World Wars I and If. Not

only had t.he war killed many young men and reduced the number of
possible husbands, but. v/omen had also experienced work outside
the home and were not as eager to be married, have children and

stay at home as they had pranned. Also, Lhe women,s movement was

supposedly over and women were ret.urning Lo their traditional-
roles as wives and mot.hers. such critics as Mart.in pugh and

Elizabet.h Wilson address issues of women's rights in t.heir books,

but dear primarily with married women and the issues of
'mother's' rights and the right of the woman to work out.side her
home and relat.ed issues dealing with chitd care etc. (The

eritish government encouraged marriage and, more important]ty,



childbearing to replenish a depleted population). Once again,

the spinsters were targely ignored. The idea that women did not
want to marry was g-reatly disturbing to many. Even as fàte as

1963, the book A ouaker view of Sex, considered "the most

advanced expression of 'permissive, views in its
t.ime [ , ] . . . sternly accused lesbian relat.ionshíps of being thwarted
and neurotic and expressive only of frustrat.ed maternal feelings"
whil-e iL expressed "a staunchly liberat defence of the male

homosexual-" (Witson,]-04) . The hostility towards lesbians is more

th.an what is awarded to spinsters. Many books dearing wit.h the
women's movement after the war and the rights of v/omen d.o not.

discuss the spinster's situation; in fact, many do not even have

"spinster" (or "single/unmarried women") list.ed in their
indicesl. rt is within t.his social and political context that
Pym, a writ.er who celebrates spinsters and spJ-nsterhood, begins

her publishing career.

rn this chapter, r will discuss pym,s treatment of spinsters
and t.he positive aspects of t.heir rives in this bleak social
environment. specífically, r hope to extend pym criticism by

revealing the way in which her heroines produce alt.ernative
def initions for themselves. These v,/omen appear to accept the

sociaf rol-es that. their communities create for them, yet through

their heightened self-awareness, they manage to recreate
themselves wit.hin their imaginations and produce afternative
identities. Characters such as Belinda Bede in Some Tame Gazelle
and Mildred Lathbury in Excell-ent worten are spinsters who go
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Ehrough this process. The married Jane cleveland in Jane and

Prudence also accepts the communit.y,s image of her as the

clergyman's wife yet she still l-ives with a criticar serf -
awareness that helps her realize a form of self-identity.

But first the terms ',criLical self -awareness" and,

"imaginative relocation" need to be defined in terms of this
t.hesis. "critical self -a\,vareness " ref ers, obvíously, t.o the way

in which the charact.ers think about themserves. while their
identities are intricately tied to their sociar environment,

these spinsters still develop an awareness that allows them

freedom to examine t.hemselves and their surroundings in a fess

const.rictive and rigid fashion. Robert Graham and others have

commented on these spinsters' ability to scrutinize ]¡oth

t.hemselves and t.hej-r environment because they are so removed from

t.he positions of power in t.heir communities. Because they are

capable of such cl-ear sel-f-reflection, they are better able Lo

imagine new possibilities for themselves. specifically, these

characters use their Ímaginations - iL is the only means for
self-exploration in a society of repressed economic, social and

political power for women. rn this wây, they use imaginative
relocation. They are able to place themselves outside the
existing power structures and, within their imaginations, produce

a self-awareness that will take them outside their social worfds.
rn oLher words, t.hey are abl-e to relocat.e their personal

priorit.ies out.side the confines of their social- milieux and find
a type of self-definition outside their social- roles. And they

c
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use model-s availabfe from fiction, the only area úhat is
completely open Lo them, to facilit.ate this search. These women

are not necessarily socially or poritically subversive, but

instead are subverting fictional models in order to take some

control of their own ident.ities. Therefore, instead of changing

the role of women through externaf sociaf and political methods,

they begin by providing themselves with alternative methods of
thinking about themselves Lhat enabl-e them to live within
socially enforced and reinforced prescribed values and rol-es.

For example, in Some Tame GazelIe, Belinda often considers
l-ife's situations within poetic contexts. specificarly, after
her upsetting sock-darning incident., she asks ,',r wonder what it
would be like to be t.urned into a pillar of salt?," (jg). Her

own answer is ¡r / r imagine it would be very restfur. . . to have no

feelings or emotions. Or perhaps. . . it would have been simpler to
have been born rike Mil-ton's first. wife, ân image of eart.h and

phlegm"' (80) . In order to cope with the upsetting event with
Hoccleve, she al-lows herself to move into a different time and

place. First, through imaginative relocation into the Biblical
story of LoL's wife and then t.he image of Mir-t.on,s first wife,
Belinda is able Lo understand the alternat.ives t.o the way she is
feeling presently. when she is brought. "back to everyday life,,
by her sister's cry "'don,t be disgusting-,', (BO), Belind.a is
prepared t.o resume again ]ífe in her real- world. The opport.unity
Lo explore al-ternatives for her existence al-lows her the
realist.ic appraisal of personal- opt.ions. Throughout her novels,
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Pym's characters, parLicularry her spinsters, define t.hemselves

in this manner. They resist social definit.ion and consider
alternative definitions t.hat they create for themselves. Because

spinsters are often viewed as inferior women, pym, in her novels,

reveal-s the 'subversive' manner in which these women may regain
power within t.heir inner lives. pym accomplishes this through

using the close connection between the heroine and the narrator
in her novels. Whil-e t.he heroines use fiction and imaginative
relocation to create alternative rores for themselves, the
narraLor reveal-s the subversive manner in which these heroines

are recreating their personal worlds.

fn Some Tame Gazelle, the heroine, Belinda Bede, uses

fict.ion to help her find an alLernat.ive definition for herself in
a world of rigid, socially prescribed roles for women. Belinda

lives in a world where she was expected to marry and have her

self-ident.ity tinked with her husband whom society would see as

being intellectual-ty and morally superior to her. pym,s heroine

does not actively rebel against her socially constructed

ident.ity, but inst.ead, using varíous lit.erary models, derives for
herself an increased self-awareness about her personal and social
world. To cope with t.hese conventions and assumptions, she uses

l-iterature by imagining herself as a literary character or in a

situation similar to one in l-iterature. During this imaginary

relocat.j-on, Belinda is abl-e to examine her present situat.ion and.

assess it from outside her rigid socially prescribed worl_d..
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Alt.hough both fiction and the imagination are arso socialJ-y

constructed, these fictional moders and imaginary relocation
st.iIl help Belinda see personal alternatives within her real
situation, because they all-ow her to separate herself from

immediate situations and manipulate the models to help her find
some form of self-definition.

Pym exp]ores and reveals Belinda,s ability to ,transform,

herserf in several ways. usually, the male characters, often
lacking all self-knowledge, represent the conventions and

assumpticns of society. Barbara Bowman point.s out how pym "poses

the heroine's perception of the discrepancy between her own and

the dominant culLure's assumptions against. a male character,s

lack of perception" (85) . Pym, then, uses the narrator to both

reflect and reveal these revel-s of perception. fn fact., the

narrator is closely tied to Belinda and at times appears to
reflect Berinda's thoughts. Again, Bowman comments that. "the

narrators in her novels adopt. points of view resembling those of
her heroines and...think and speak in ways characteristic of
women when they adopt a subordinate role" (82). Moreover, within
Belj-nda herserf, there are two voices-the guirty voice of the

socially mindful Belinda and the voice of the socially rebell-ious
Belinda who creates a sel-f-awareness that allows her to reject
the assumptions of her social world. The narrator guides the

reader through this space between Bel-inda' s t.wo voices and the

space between Bel-inda and her social- world. And the comedy of
the novel- arises from the social- criticism that. Pym creat.es from
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the discrepancies in perception between these worlds. Einally,
what Pym creates is a heroine who appears to accept her social
rofes, but is constantly evaluating and re-eval-uating herself in
Lerms of f ict.ional models available to her. wi_t.h these models,

she is able Lo achieve a critical self-awareness that she can use

to make her life in a rigid social environment more rewarding.
And she achieves some reward through the knowledge that she has

begun to understand herself and consequently t.he world in which

she lives.

The various movemenls between Betinda, her society and the
narrator are clearly evident in the scene in which Theodore Grote
proposes Lo Belinda. Here, pym reveal_s what society,s
expectations are, how Berinda sees herself and how she uses

literary models and imaginative rel-ocation to achieve a critical
self-awareness. This section (of the novel) opens with the

narraLor's observation that the person at the door is ,,[a] tatl
figure, but defínit.ely not the Archd.eacon" (22I) . The thought
process that only efiminat.es Hoccleve as the man at the door

appears to be Belinda's thoughts but in fact is reported, by the
narrator. And she (the narrator)2 is privy to Belínda,s
imaginat.ion. For the narraLor is able to report. on Belinda,s
i-dea about whom is at t.he door. Belinda giuesses that. it is a

salesman at the door, and imagines a1l t.he it.ems he will have in
his case. The narrator all-ows t.he reader t.o be only as prepared

as Belinda is, and Belinda is quite prepared to greet a sal-esman.

She is more than surprised to see Grote because she had committed
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hersel-f to the idea of the salesman at the door. The narralor is
showing the reader the 'commitmenLs' that Belinda makes when she

l-ocates her understanding of the world in her imagination.

Pym then plays with the idea of Belinda's imagined sal_esman.

The narraLor says that Grote's voice is "unctuous" (22r), a Lerm

oft.en used to describe salesman. But Pym uses this idea further
to represent the men of the clergy. "rt was an unctuous voj_ce, a

clergyman's voice, a Bishop's voice" (22L). The narrator here is
clearly presenting the socially-critical voice of Belinda through

which a parallel is created between ,-.al-esmen and clergymen. Then

the reader is presented with the romantically faithful voice of
Belinda who declares that "the Archdeacon's voice was different',
(22L). Belinda's long-standing love for the Archdeacon

supersedes any critical comments she may make about other members

of his vocation.

Belinda's confusion at seeing Grot.e at her door causes her

to 'incorrect.ly' ident.ify him. she exclaims "Bishop Grote" while
the narrator continues "Theod.ore Mbawawa" (22I). The confusion
refrects two ideas. First, Belinda is expecting to see a
sal-esman and is instead confronted with Grote3. she is so

carried away with her first imaginative response that. she does

nol know whom to expect. Second, Lhe narrator further confuses

Grote's identity by referring to him by a mixture of his
christ.ian name and his title. The narrator is imprying that
GroLe's identity is Ínter-mingled \^/it.h his social position. When

Belinda is not. capable of direct sociar criticism, pym uses t.he
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narrator to complet.e the picture of this socially-directed man.

The incident where Grote's hand touches Ber-inda,s on the

door knob shows further Bel-inda's internar struggles. we are

told " [h] is hand reached the knob simultaneously with hers. . . she

even imagined it lingered for a fraction of a second, bul then

dismissed the unworthy thought almost before it had time to
register in her mind" (22I) . pym is communicating several_ ideas

here. First, through the narrator, wê can assume that Grote has

l-et. his hand linger and t.hat Berinda is not imagining the
incident. Second, BeÌinda is self-cri Lical because she is trying
t.o befieve t.hat Grote is a gentleman. Her doubt leads her to
ponder whether she is the one responsible for this social
blunder. And to resol-ve this íssue, Be]inda turns to fiction to
see if she can find an appropriate model for this situation and

behaviour. "she. had read somewhere that in any case middle-
aged spinsters were apL to imagine things of this kind. . . " (22r-

222). Aft.hough Belinda's thoughts are expressed through the

narrat.or, she (the narrator) stilt edits for Belinda. Belinda

finds little comfort in t.he 'something that she read, because it.
would suggest that it was Belinda's hand, that lingered. The

narrator expresses the horror that. Belinda sees in this idea by

adding t.he erlipses which indicate her inability to imagrine such

a dreadful circumstance. Belinda is not attracted to Grote and

the idea that. she might. have encouragied him is horrifying to her.
But the reader knows that it. is Grote who is responsible for this
behavíour. Belinda's humility and her alarm aL his prevj_ous
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attempts of kindness indicate t.o the reader who Lhe real
transgressor is.

Grote also presenls anot.her of socieLy's expectations of
women. For example, Grote reflects societal conventions of
marriage when he assumes that Belinda v/ants to be married. He

also assumes that. she would be willing to accept any offer. He

comments that "'one hardly }ooks for beauty at our time of l_ife,"
(223). His implicat.ion Lhat Berinda wil-l accept any offer
reflects the assumption that. al-l women wanL to marry, ât any age.

A1so, his implied ínsult of Berinda's appearance reflects that_

women are required to take what is offered them; in this case,

the il-l-mannered and boorish Grote expects Befinda to accept an

impljed marriage proposal. The narrator makes this idea clear
when she says that Grote speaks these words with',his usual

complacency" (223). He is unaware of his offensive manner.

while Grot.e may speak for society, t.he narrator reveals
Pym's attitude to his ilf-mannered proposal. For example,

although Belinda does noL confront the Bishop's characterization
of her unat.tractiveness, Pym instead has the narrator undermine

Grot.e's self-cent,redness when the nárrator comments on Grote,s
words. When he says that. Befinda might. not be prepared to accept

his offer, t.he narrator says that "it was obvious that he really
thought quite otherwíse" (223). The narrator,s words highlight
Grot e ' s vanit.y and conceit .

Also, Belinda hersel-f deftates Grote's offensive offer. When

Grote suggests that "she is not fair to outward view', is a line
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from WordsworLh, Belinda immediately

poet.. Her love for poetry supersedes

told that " lslhe felt rather annoyed"

phrase between the correction of the

Belinda's internal- response to Grote,

ambiguit.y. With this phrase, pym is
offensive manoeuvre to combat. Grote,s

Bel-inda's ínterest and investment in
her j-nterest in marriâge , an int.erest

her.

responds with the correct

Grote's insult, and we are

(223). Pym places t.his

poetic reference and

s insult, thereby creating
creating for Belinda an

gross insensitivity.

Ij-terature is greater than

society would prescríbe for

Grote further reflects society's views about marriage when

he reassures Belinda that "'you are equal to being the wife of a

bishop"' (224). Grote sees his ident.ity in terms of social
position and assumes that Belinda's reservations reflect feel-ings

of personal inadequacy in this proposed rore. of course the

reader is aware that Belinda is above such social considerations
and can accurately guess that she will reject his offer because

she does not love 4i*.
Grot.e continues to insult and amaze Belinda when he tries to

reassure her by evoking Milton and Paradise Lost. The narrator
reveals Belinda's response. "Belinda interrupLed him with a

startled exclamation. 'paradise Lost!' she echoed in horror.
'MiLton....'" (224). White Belinda does respond with horror, t.he

reader should not. be surprised that Grote would choose one whom

many woul-d consider one of t.he most patriarchal figures of
English fiterature. clearly, Belinda has a much c]earer
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understanding of poetry t.han Grote does. Also, her knowledge

that Milton created his Eve as the inferior sex further reveals

her insight into Grote's use of Milton to reinforce his marriage

proposal. And in this example, the narrator and Belinda respond

in the same manner. Notice that t.he narrator uses the word

"horror" to charactertze Belinda's response. Grote,s desire for
a mere "helpmeet " (224) is revealed by both Berinda and the

narrator in Belinda's words. The comedy 'n this section becomes

clear when Grot.e does not even not.ice Belinda's horror and

continues with his proposal. His response tc lrer horror is ' , r

think when one has reached er-¡iper years...thíngs are different,
aren't they?"' (224) His complete refusal to respond to her

dist.ress reveal-s t.he exLent of his lack of self -awareness.

And because of his large ego, Grote cannot berieve that
Belinda wilr not marry him just because she does not love him.

After Belinda refuses his proposal and implies that she ]oves

someone else, Lhe Bishop infers that. her rover is dead. pym is
revealing the lack of communication bet.ween Grote, society,s
representative, and t.he world of Belinda. Specif ica1ly, Bel-inda

responds: " II]t sounded more suit.able; t.here was even something

a little noble about. it. She never married...Belind,a began t.o see

herself as a romanticatty tragic figure " (224) . Certainly no one

el-se in the village, including the Bishop, would. see Belinda as

this figure. Belinda temporarily adopts the image of the tragic
figure to see if this model- suits her. she attempts to put her

l-ove for Hoccleve within this imaginative perspect.ive Lo see if



this definition fits her love for hinr, and also to see if this is
a possible model for defining herserf outside the social
constraints of her environment. she temporarily adopts this
image in an effort to cope with this episode with Grote.

As her mind becomes focused on the lit.erary aspect of the
t.ragic figure, she forgets the (possible) gravity of GroLe,s

marriage proposal. After the Bishop mentions Byron, she is
unable to concentrate on t.he present situation. ,'when we two

parted in siJ-ence and tears? possibry, though t.he poem was not
really applicable. 'Do t.el_1 Íì€, , shc said, her literary
curiosity driving ot.her thoughts from her mind. ,what djd Lord

Byron say?'" (225). Belinda, in coping with Grote,s insensit.ive
proposal, relies on f iction t.o help her come to Lerms wit.h

society's definition of romance and marriage. By trying to
understand all the literary aspects associated with this
proposal, Belinda is trying to regain some form of domestic

control. It is also int.eresting to note that Belinda responds to
Grote's Milton with an inquiry about Byron. If Milton represents
patriarchal poetry, the Romantics recal-I an alliance between Eve

and the female serpent and a refiguring of Milt.on,s story of
Paradise Lost. sandra Gilbert suggest.s that. v/omen often
"identif [y] at their mosL rebellious with satan, ât t.heir least
rebeltious Eve, and almost all the time with the Romantic poets,,

(377). Berinda's preoccupat.ion with Byron in this instance
reflects Pym's affinity to the mçre 'J-iberating, aspects of
Romantíc poetry.
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However, Pym Lakes this idea further. She juxtaposes

Grote's lack of understanding or knowredge of Byron with
Belinda's inability to remember offering tea. The narrator says

that. "the Bishop was standing up now and saying that he did not

think he would be able to st.ay for Lea, although Belinda was not
conscious of having offered it" (225). Here, the narrator shows

the reader how removed from her surround.ings Belinda is. Belinda

does noL remember offering t.ea because she did not offer it. But

she is so engrossed in her imaginative relocation as a tragic
figure within a Byronic/Romant.ic tradit.ion, she is no longer
paying any attent.ion to the immediate situation involving Grote.
And the narrat.or is complicit in this event.

Grote attempts to hide his wounded pride when he tells
Belinda that. he will not think again of the rejected marriage
proposal- . r, r assure you that r shatl not . Af ter all, we must

remember Lhat God moves in a mysterious wãy, His wond.ers to
perform"' (225). Grote,s cfiched use of this hymn reflects his
lack of poetic sensitivity. The narrator te1ls us that Betinda

feels "a little annoyed that he should. quote her favourite hymn"

(225). Because Belinda is immersed in an imaginative world, her
annoyance is directed at his use of poetrya and not his attempts

avoid personal embarrassment. rn t.his wây, Belinda is abl_e to
cope with the affronts of society, reflected in Grote,s
behaviour, but she is also oblivious to his damaged ego. yet,

her oblivion is beneficial because ít prevents her from feeling
guilty for hurting Grote,s feelings.
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Pym continues by revealing Belind.a's tendency to underval-ue

her own intelligence and overestimate Grote's int.elligence and

character. The narraLor says "it was. presumptuous to suppose

that God would be more likery to reveal His ways to her than to
t.he Bishop. She did not quite see how Lhe lines [of the hymn]

applied here, rro doubt he had something else in mind" (225) .

Again t.he narralor serves a dual role. She lets the reader know

Belinda's t.hought.s as werl as providing apt social commenLary;

the reader is aware that Grote is quoting cliches to cover hj-s

bruised ego and has no real meaning in mind. Belinda,s
generosity creates the comedy in juxt.aposition with Grote,s

shallow sayings.

Belinda's riterary fantasy helps her sustain her dignity
during Grote's visit. And after the Bishop leaves, she sees

hersel-f in the mirror:

She paused for a moment by the looking-glass and studied her

wispy hair, flushed face smeared with flour and faded blue

overall. Looking like that. one could not feel even a

romantic figure whose lover had died. (Z2j)

While she is able to create for hersel-f a more interesting figure
than she is, she is al-so aware of the reality within her life and

her world. cotserl- says that "pym seems to feel that we are

truer Lo ourselves when we recognise our modest needs, desires

and significance" (46) . with the aid of. poetry, Belinda is able

to accept. her "modest significance- " The image of the

romantically t.ragic figure is a met.hod of dealing with a worl_d
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that excludes spinsters and their desires.

Moving from the image of t.he romanticalry tragic figure to
t.he experience of everyday life, Belinda tries furt.her to find
comfort in literature as she evaluates the'choice, she has made:

The triviaJ- round, the corwnon task-did it furnish guite atl
we needed to ask? Had Keble real-J¡z understood? Sometimes

one al-mosL doubt.ed it. Belinda imagined him writing the

lines in a Gothic study, panelled in pitch-pine and well
dusted that. morning by an efficient servant.. Not at alt the

same thing as standing at the sink with aching back and

hands plunged into the washing-up waLer. (22j)

Again, Belinda uses imaginative relocation to establish another

view of life. she initiarly takes comfort from Keble,s lines,
but. then is able to imagine his possible circumstances. pym,s

rebellious subtext. is evident. in t.he narrator,s description of
Belinda's thoughts. obviousry, Keble lived in a different ptace

and t.ime from Belinda. Arso, she is acutely av¡are that his
position as a male gave him social advant.ages which she would

never have had. rt is the narrat.or who announces Belind.a,s

implied idea that Keble did not underst.and his subject.
Finally, Belinda's success in the kitchen signals her

superiority over Grot.e and her abitity to transcend. t.he

restrictions of her socieLy's conventions and assumptions. This

sit.uat.ion is in contrast to the scene succeeding the sock-darning

incident with Hoccleve where "she walked aimlessly about in
circles trying Lo assemble all t.he ingredients she needed....and.
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even v/hen she had made the risott.o she did not feel any pleasure

at the thought. of eating it" (19). pym provides, through the

words of the narrator, this contrast in order to display
Belinda's inabílity at this point. in the novel Lo overcome her

emotionaf attachmenL to the thought of marriage. The sock-

darning incident has disturbed her because she has experienced

first hand what she would have experienced everyday as Hoccleve,s

wife. She must deal with the social pressures of marriage and

does this when Grot.e proposes to her. she is able to make her

ravioli dough's consistency tliat. of "the finest chamois leat.her"
(229). Michael Cotselt says that. "Belinda has díscovered what

she has been working at all along: the fine consistency of her

Iife" (26) . However, r would argue that Cotsel-l might have taken

thís idea furt.her. Pym's continuat description of Grote,s

"bleatíngi" voice and his similarit.y in appearance Lo a sheep

cannot be ignored. Pym's use of the words of "chamois leather,"
a leat.her made from t.he hide of either a goat or a sheep,

reflects Belinda's abitity to survive and triumph in this worl_d

of 'sheep' and 'g-oats.' And she survives by using fiction and

imaginative relocation to herp her cope with a world that.

rest.ricts spinsters' social roles and behaviour. Her abilit.y to
create a critical self-awareness gives her a personal power, a

pov/er t.hat af lows her to creaLe her own happiness, a f orm of
personal control that she is not able to realize in her social
environment. " IR] edefinition by the fictional
universe. . .empowers their sensibitity" (Bowman, 91)
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this sensibility that gives her freedom in a sociar world of
prescribed roles and behaviour.

Pym creates another worfd of spinsters, clerg.ymen and

socially prescribed roles in her novel Jane and prudence. Her

t.it.re characters, Jane and prudence, provide a challenge t.o the

traditional image of a spinster and a wife. rn this novel, pym

present.s Jane cJ-eveland, a vicar's wife, who appears t.o be a more

stereotypical spinster than her unmarried friend prud,ence Bates.

Yet. they still behave each according to the prescribed roles 't,)r

v'/omen in their positions. Diane Benet suggests, in her book on

the novels of Barbara Pym, that two types of fictional- models are

available for women, t.he helpmaLe which Jane adopts, and the

romantic heroine which Prudence adopts. Benet says that each are

"adopted for the sake of love and are mod,el-s of women in refation
to men" (46) . She also makes the distinct.ion between the
physical bodies of t.hese two models. The helpmate consist.s of ,,a

pair of wil-1ing hands" whil-e the romant.ic heroine. "is...those
eyes, those lips, and if she is hand.s at all, t.hey are soft,
white hands-upon which no sensibl-e male would impose a burd.en"

(46). The dismantling of the female body within the fictional
model is appropriate for this discussion because it is from t.hese

multi-faceted, dismantled images of women that ,lane and prudence

at.tempt to assemble some type of self-identity.
And like the narrator in Some Tame Gazelle, the narration

is through a third. person. But unlike t.he situation of Belinda
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in Some Tame Gazelle, the narrator is not as closely aligned with
one character. Although Lhe narrator often appears to reflect
Jane's point of view, the narrator does not stay with Jane

throughout the novel. yet, the narrator is able to achieve the

irony and insight that Belinda's narrator achieves because she is
a female narrator. The narrator appears to embody a femal-e voice
in t.hat she makes, within Lhe novel's subtext, critical comments

about the male (and femal-e) characters who are eit.her immersed in
the dominant culture5 or have little critical- sel-f-av/areness.

For c-o:ample, ât the opening of t.he text, the narrator tells the

reader that "Jane's out.spokenness and her fantastic Lurn of mind

were noL appreciated lby her husband's parishioners]; other
qualit.ies which she did not possess and which seemed impossible

t.o acquire \Mere apparently necessary,, (B) . The narrator is
sympat.hetic with Jane's situat.ion. she suggests that t.he

qualities that Jane does possess are excell-ent charact.eristics
and that the ones Jane does not possess are not worth acquiring.
Throughout Lhe novel, t.he narrat.or, when not aligned with Jane,

presents a similar world view.

Therefore, when pym presents prudence with whom she can

compare and contrast Jane's ideas, values and lifestyle, pym also
provides a narraLor who can comment on prudence's level of
critical self-awareness. For example, prudence, at t.he opening

of the text, appears to reflect a non-stereotypical spinsLer, s

at.tit.ude toward l-ife. She does not see her life constrained and

restrict.ed by her lack of a husband. rnstead., she sees the
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freedom of being a spinst.er

compared with rlane's ]ífe, prudence's seemed rich and futl
of promise. she had her work, her independence, her tife in
London and her love for Arthur Grampian. But tomorrow, if
she wanted to, she could give it arl up and farr in love
with somebody efse. Lines of eligible and derlghtfuJ- men

seemed to sLretch before her, and with this pleasant.

prospecL in mind she fell- into a liqrht sleep. (83)

while she relishes the freedom that her lifestyle entails, she

stirl remains tied to [he illusion of romantic love. The

narrator's use of the word "seemed" in Lhe first senLence

suggests that Prudence's life is not so fu]l. Also, she suggests

that. the fines of eligible men are part of a d.ream t.hat witl
never come Lrue. Barbara Brothers observes that. "pru.dence

doesn't seek unsatisfactory love affairs so much as she finds !,

love satisfactory only so long as it conforms to a romantic

script" (68) . Prudence maintains her image of the romantic

heroine, and cannot escape society's demand that a woman be

romantically tinked to a man.

However, Pym al_lows the reader to see that prudence,s

romant.ic script differs from the romantic script end.orsed by

society. For example, Pym uses Fhe event of prudence and

Fabj-an's first drink t.ogeLher to reveal these conditions of
romance and love. The narrator says:

[T]heir conversat.ion did not improve very much even with
strong drink, though they graduarly became more relaxed and
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their eyes met so often in penetrating looks that iL did not

seem to matter that they had rittle to say to each other, or
that Prudence found hersel-f doing most of the talking. she

had spent many such evenings in her rife and always enjoyed

them. (94)

Several aspects of the qualities of romance that attract prudence

emerge from this passage. First, Prudence d-oes not necessarily
have to engage in exciting conversation to enjoy herself. rn
fact, the narrator tells us that Prudence enjoys herself because

she does most of the talking. prudence appears to be sel-f-a.,.rare

only in terms of her preasures in tife. second., the act of
staring into one anoLher's eyes is as pleasurabl-e as sexual

int.ercourse. Pym's use of the word. "penelrating" suggests that
conversat.ion and good drink are adequate subst.it.utes, or perhaps,

adequate in themsel-ves. Because society,s script requires the
maint.enance of Prudence's virginity and the passíon of sexuality
within the same relationship, prud.ence find,s the sexual

fulfilment. in the food and the drink. prudence becomes the
victim of t.he restrictions of the romantic script .

Similarty, Lhe reality of love and romance is inad.equate for
Prudence. For example, Prudence imagines herself on holiday with
Arthur Grampian.

she had often imagined herseff wit.h him in the south of
France or the rtafian Lakes-she in the most elegant. beach

clothes and he wonderfully bronzed and mysteriously improved

in looks and physique. But. to-day, looking at him in his
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grey suit and dark t.ie, his shoulders hunched narrowly over

his desk, iL seemed quite fantastic to imagine him lying on

a beach stripped to t.he waist. (l_51-152)

While Prudence does imagine romance and l-ove, she is in constant

touch with reality and t.he reaf image of Grampian. Her comment

that Grampian ís "mysteriously improved in tooks and physique"

indicates that she knows he is not the ideal imaqe of a man and

that she would not want t.o be on a beach with him. prudence does

not a]]ow her imagination to modify her life as Jane does.

Prudence at.tempts to define hersel-f jn te:.,ns of fiction, but

it is a type that grounds her in rearity, Lherefore she wirl
never be able to separate herself from socially-prescribed ro1es.

Also, she is not abre to use this type of fict.ion to move her

into another time or place in order to find her self-awareness in
an environment. out.side the exist.ing power structure. For

example, Prudence likes a different type of novel from Jane,

"well written and tortuous, with a good dash of culture and the

inevitable unhappy or indefinit.e ending, which was so like life,'
(156) . Prudence does not see that she could use fict.ion to move

ínto another time or place, and in that imaginary social
structure, find a suitable source for crit.ical seff-awareness.

Bowman suggests that prudence, like Harriet, "l_ackIs] or

ignorelsl t.he consciousness of [her] subordinat.e state necessary

to transform subordination into an acutely-fe1t sensibility"
(9f ¡ . Prudence does not use fict.ion to her advant.age.

when Prudence does use fiction, she uses it to create an
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image of herself and her life rather than creating any type of
serf-definition. cotsell observes that " prud.ence is . . . self-
centred, though that is not. the right word, for she has more an

image of herself than a self from which she can relate', (6j-). For

instance, âL the opening of the novel, Jane thinks how prudence

looks "like somebody in a woman's magazine" (9). This image of
Prudence is also apparent in her lett.ers to Fabian. The reader

is told "her letters \,üere of such a high literary standard., so

much embel-lished with suitable quotations that IFabian] found iL
q,-;i-t.e impossible to equal them,' (140) . She uses fiction to
create further the romant.ic script in which she is both hero and

heroine. Pym makes it clear that Fabian is an inadequat.e

romantic hero and that Prudence must. recreate bot.h roles in her o

literary letters. Rossen agirees: "prud,ence is an il_l-usionist
who t.ransforms men into acLors in her personal drama...she

creates art ouL of rife, or heroes out of mortals', (292). And

even though Prudence steps out of the female rore, she remains

trapped by the rol-es of the romanLic hero and heroine that are

prescribed by society within its fict.ion.
rn contrast, Pym presents ,Jane as a woman who is abre Lo

transform herself through fiction. pym begins the text. at Jane

and Prudence's Oxford college reuníon t.o highligrht the importance

of ,Jane's interest in fiterature. At this time, Jane reminisces

about the plans she made as a younq v/oman. "For a moment she

almost regretted her own stil-lborn'research,-,the infl_uence of
somethinq upon somebody' hadn't virginia woolf called itz-to
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which her early marriagTe had put to an end,, (11). pym provides

the equation of Jane's work as a scholar, to do research, and her

work as a mother,/woman, to bear chirdren, Lo emphasize the true
nature of Jane's desire. she wished to be a scholar, and. her

marriage to Nichofas literally concluded her dream. Barbara

Brot.hers addresses this difference between a woman and a man,s

education. she says that "Pym seems to feel that at least a part
of the reason why educat.ion has not made a difference is that a

v¡oman's education is anachronistic" (65). Brothers points to
Kate Mill-et's idea that women's ed.'-rcaLio;r consists of extending

the talents necessary for the marriage market (66). Certainly,
Pym sees the inadequacy of Jane's education in preparing her to
become a wife and excluding her from becoming anyt.hing else. And

she does not feave the reader with,Jane and her fail-ed dreams;

she presents Miss Birkinshaw Lo show the role of the woman at the

university. we are told t.hat "Miss Birkinsha\,'/,s great work on

t.he sevent.eent.h-century metaphysicaf poets \,vas still_ unf inished,
would perhaps never be finished" (11). pym let.s the reader see

what would have become of Jane if she had stayed within t.he

academy; she would have become another Miss Birkinshaw.

Although her educat.ion did not train her to be a wife and.

mother, Jane is held responsible for the family and socj-al

environment as seen in a discussion between members of the

Parochial church council. Mr. Mort.lake comments that ,,,Mrs.

Pritchard fitled her position well. And she was a wonderful
cook...They say Mrs. cleveland hardly knows how to open a tin. rt
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isn't. fair on the vicar'" (L32). Mr. Whiting replies that ,,,you

never know, it might. hold him back from promotion...A man is
often judged by his wife'" (r32). This d,iscussion reveals how

the society views the vicar's wife, in this case, Jane. She

holds no power and is not able to assert any power, yet her

domestic achievements may be responsi-bre for her hus]:and,s

fut.ure. with the hetp of the narraLor, pym is revearÍng the

ironic nature of the structure of this society. For instance,

t.he narrator reports that. Mr. whiting speaks with "a note of
famentat.ion which seemed exccssive for the triviality of the

subject" (r32) . The narrator portrays Lhe men as pett.y, gossipy

and judgemental v¡ithout. any trace of critical self-awareness.

Further, whi]e she oft.en does noL care what others think
about her, .Tane, orr occasion, is impat.ient with the prescribed

roles for women. For example, when Canon Pritchard and his wife
call, he makes a remark t.hat implies that all women perform

cert.ain chores at certain ti-mes of Lhe day. The narrator reveal-s

Jane's response. "Womenfotk, thought Jane irrelevantly, hovr

silry Lhat sounded. And alt t.his emphasis on the mornings"

(L46). Because his comments annoy her, Jane imagines that t.hey

had int.ended "to surprise her in the kitchen, perhaps catch her

in the very act of stubbing out a cigarette in t.he tea-leaves in
the sink basket. she fett almost triumphant that they shourd

have f ailed" (l-46 ) . .Tane is aware that, âs the vicar, s wif e, she

is on dispray to the world, but. does not all-ow Lhis situat.ion to
inhibiL her movement into an imaginat.ive space where she is able
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to have some form of control over her environment.. rn a world

where women are almosL powerless, Jane must imagine her triumphs.
Bowman addresses this issue in her work. She says "[pym,s]

heroines. . . always fight their batt.les on an internalized
landscape rather than on an ext.ernal ground of confrontation',
(89). Certainly this idea applies here. Jane is not in a social
position to confront the Canon and his wife, and therefore must

f ind triumph wit.hin herself .

Therefore, Jane, like BeÌinda Bede in some Tarne Gazelle,
looks for her self*definition within the famil_iar and mcle

flexibl-e realm of literat.ure. And like Betinda, Jane does choose

inappropriate fiction on which to model her life. For example,

in a conversation with Nichoras, she says "'T was going to be

such a splendid clergyman's wife when r marríed you, but somehow

it hasn't turned out like The Daisy Chain or The Last ChronicJ-es

of Barset"' (212). Jane has discovered that the role of the
clergryman's wife in reality is tiresome and. difficurt. Diane

Benet argues that Jane has "willingly exchanged a self-chosen

rol-e in which she was competent for the ready-made role dictated
by Nichol-as's work, a role she can play only badly', (49) . But

Benet. does not allow that Jane had few options. Her rofe as a

scholar within the university was restricted as seen in Miss

Birkinshaw's si-tuaLion, and she did not know thaL Nicholas

intended to,. become a clergryman. As a resul-t of these limited.
choices, Jane's only way to cope is by using fiction to heJ-p her

define herself outside t.he social world in which she lives.
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Jane uses various fictional models in Lhe struggie for
critical- self-awareness. For example, when playing matchmaker

for Prudence and Fabian, she imagines ,'she was almost like
Pandarus " (g6) , but reconsiders this classical characLer and the

connotations associated wit.h his behaviour and decides that "she

v/as really much more like Emma woodhouse" (96) . rn swit.ching

from one model to the other, Jane is trying to find an

appropriaLe model for her sit.uat.ion. For insLance, the effects
of Pandarus' maLchmaking are radicatly different than Emma,s.

Al-so, t.he tíme and location of Jane's experience are ltette::

refl-ected in the Emma model. pym is arso telling Lhe reader

about how Jane thinks about hersel-f or would like to think about

hersel-f. clearly, Jane is not the good-hearted busybody that
Emma is. The reader knows that Jane will eventual-ty have to
abandon the Emma model.

Pym also uses Jane's mental literary expeditions to tel-f the

reader more about the action of the text as well as Jane's use of
fiction. For exampre, when she is walking home one evening, âs

,-fane approaches the church, the reader is told that "she lingered
a while by the churchyard warl, thinking of eighteenth-century
poets and charnel-houses and exhumalions by the light of
flickering candles. Then she saw there was a ligrht on in the

choir vestry" (113) . Jane's grisly thought.s reflect. the nature

of the argumenL between the members of the parochial church

council who have congregated in the vestry. These men's long-

standing arguments reveal the death of t.heir souls and their
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focus on l-ife-defeating issues. pym uses this reflection on

eighteenth-century poetry to terl us further about both Jane,s

ability to construct her character through literature and the

true naLure of the situations in which she finds herserf.
In this same situation, pym reveals more about the

characters and Jane's ability to cope with realit.y through her

literary musings. when ,Jane asks if she can help, she is told,
essentially, to mind her own business. Jane responds by adopting

a fictional model t.o deal with the sit.uat.ion.

Realì-y, thought Jane, it. was like one of those rather
tedious comic scenes in shakespeare - Dogberry and verges,

perhaps - and therefore beyond her comprehension. She

suddenly saw them al-l in Elizabet.han costume and began to
smil-e. (115 )

rTane's smile indicates that she underst.ands the triviarity of
their arguments. Her ability t.o situate the problem, through

literat.ure, in another time and place enables her to respond

appropriatery to the absurdit.y and foofishness of the men,s

disput.es

Jane's use of poetry as a method of defining life is seen in
the image of a piece-bag. As.fane thinks of the two lines of
poetry Fabian inscribed in prudence's book, she wond.ers: ',Had it
been somewhere in the back of his mind for all- these years to be

brought out again, âs a v¡oman, searching t.hrough her piece-bag

for a patch, might come upon a scrap of rare velvet. or brocade?"

(165) Certainly, Pym is using this image to describe fife as
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pieces of poetry sewn together to create a rich fabric. Furt.her,

Jane equates the traditionally mascurine act of writ.ing poet.ry

with the traditionally feminine pursuit. of sewing. Then, after
Jane discovers that. Fabian does not read poet.ry, prudence

comments that "'[m]en don'L really go in for that sort of thing,
and Jane replies that "'one has to accept that, together with
their other timitat.ions," (165). Of course it is ironic Lhat,

historically, most English poetry and fiction was writ.ten by men,

particurarly the literature thaL Jane herself reads. (Jane

comments that "'English literature st.opped at. wordsworth when r
was up at Oxford'" 11411) . But. pym is obviousl-y revealing
women's sensitivity and use of fiterature in t.heir daily lives.
Using poetry as her model, ,Jane creates for herself a met.hod for
examining and dealing with the daily aspects of tife.

Finally, near the end of the text., pym has Jane dispray t.he

extenl to which l-iterature defines her 1ífe. rn describing
Prudence' s new love j_nterest, Jane says to Nicholas, ', , Dear

Prue...r suppose she wil-l be wait.ing in the bus queue now, or
going out somewhere with Conjunction of t.he Mind and Opposition
of the SLars"' (221-). Jane,s description of Geof frey Manifold
reflects t.he import.ance t.hat Jane places on lit.er:ature in her

life. In fact, she has extended its (poetry) use to not only
define herself , but also to d.efine those around her. fn
discussíng Prudence's new love, Michael- cot.sel-l points out. the

onomastic reference to the petit-bourgeois int.erest in
automobiles indicat.ed in Manifold's name (62). Jane recognizes
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the ordinary and the petty in his name and transforms it int.o

something poetic and meaningful . The social- world and its rol-es

inadequately provide definition for its inhabitant.s. Therefore

Jane and like-minded others must use fiterature to create a

critical sef f-awareness t.hat helps them deal- with t.he unpoet.ic

real-ities of life. Also, Jane is able to easily describe

Prudence st.anding in the bus queue in immedíate juxtapositíon

with t.he poet.ic descript.íon of Manifold. pym does t.his to show

how Jane uses literature to define t.he everyday things in life.
Pym summarizes, ât the end of her novel, the power Lhat

i-magination and fiction contain. when Jane meets Geoffrey

Manifold, the narrator revears Jane's t.houghts: "it was their
fwomen's] l-ove and imagination t.hat Lransformed these

unremarkable beings. For most men, when one came to think of it
were undistinguished t.o look at, if not positively ugly" (21-7) -

Through Jane, Pym reveals t.hat all aspect.s of life are effected
by imagj-nati-on, particularly romance. Diane Benet argues t.hat

" Ij]ust. as Prudence and Jane have imagined selves,

they. . .col-laborate in imagining 'Man, ' creat.ing a mysterious

being with unique problems and pressing needs that v/omen must

afleviate" (50). Pym's portrayat of the men,s absurd behaviour

and ridiculous attit.udes discount.s Benet,s argument t.hat the
women are the victims of these particular men. rnstead,, pym

shows t.hat both women and men are victiim to these socially
prescribed rol-es, and it is the critically self-aware individual
who is able to t.ranscend t.hem-
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rn conclusion, in Jane and prudence, pym outlines t.he

dif f erence bet.ween Jane, the 'married' spinster, and, prudence,

the 'swinging' spinsLer. WhiIe each of these women uses fict.ion
to create some form of identit.y, each arrive at different
conclusions. cotsell declares that "Ii]n Jane, pym creates a
woman free of the constraints of the mafe gaze, and though there
is a loss in that freedom, there is afso the suggestion of some

area of relationship more satisfying than the gaze allows" (65).

while Prudence uses her imagination to create an image (rat.her

than identit.y), .Jane uses her imagination to step out of an image

and int.o an arena of self-awareness. cotsell says ', [w]hat Jane

has as a virtue of being herself is noL romantic ,fulfilment,,

even attention, but a }ife" (65). He points to Jane,s marriage

which has become an "interweaving of their fancies in an easy

fond rel-ation" (65) . Cot.sell clearly disagrees with Benet,s idea

thdt. " [i]n the end...both women are still undèr t.he grip of
imaginative models that lead t.hem only to disconLenLmenl and

unful-fillment" (57). pym cares too much for her characLers Lo

abandon them in this way. prudence, ât least, realizes that she

will continue to have l-ove affairs that end in disappointmenL,

but this choice fits her const.ructed image of the romantic
heroine. Jane will- remain out.side her social rore, buL within
t.he life that she has managed to creat.e for herself through
l-iterature. Jane's triumph is in her ability to reject a

socially-constructed identity and to assemble, with the help of
literat.ure, an alternat.ive method of examininq herself .
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In her novel Excellent Women, Pym again addresses the rol_e

of the spinster in society. Like Belinda of Some Tame Gazefle,

Mildred Lat.hbury finds herself outsíde a society that ignores

spinsters. And tike the other heroines, she also defines herself
in terms of the f ictions she bot.h reads and creat.es f or herself .

But. in Lhis, her second published book, pym has a first person

narrator in the characLer of Mildred Lathbury. Like pym,s other
heroínes, Mildred is an observer of the world, byt unlike the
previous texts discussed here, Pym chooses to have Lhis character
directly comment on the action she observes. Therefore, a

discussion of t.he rol-e of fiction in Mildred's life musL concern

Lwo aspecLs, her rel-ation to the fiction she reads and the

creation of her own fiction in the form of her first person

narrat ive .

First, Mitdred lives in an environment similar to Belinda,s.
The community in which she lives has prescribed rol-es, behaviour

for and expectations of Mildred. For example, âfl- of the church

members believe that Mildred and Jufian Malory, t.he l-ocal vicar,
will marry only because they are contemporaries and Mitdred is a

spinster. Mil-dred herself has never even considered marriage to
Julian. When Jul-ian's sister Winnifred mentions that. Mildred
could move into their spare rooms, Mildred decllnes and tells the
reader t.hat. she "valued lher] independence very dearly'; (19) .

Just as Befinda declared in Some Tame Gazelle that each person

required something to love, Mitdred chooses to love her

independence. The diction in this sentence indicates t.hat
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Mildred cares for her independence as others would care for ,some

tame gazeLle.' And, we are told. throughout that her independence

is the possession that Mif dred treasures most. Like t.he ot.her

heroines discussed here, Mildred faces the same societal
assumptions and. pressures to conform with the ideas of the
dominant cul-ture.

However, Mildred's choice of fict.ion and reading materials
is unrike Belinda's. At t.he opening of the text., wê are told of
Mildred's choice of reading material_. " I st.retched out my hand

towards the litt.le bookshelf where I kept cookery and devotional
books, the mosL comforting bedside reading. My hand might have

chosen ReJigio Medici, but r was rather glad that. it. had picked

out Cåjnese Cookery" (2L) Untike Belinda, Mildred is not
university ed.ucated and rel-j-es on books that are socially
prescribed for women. Because she uses these books to 1u11 her

to sleep, Pym is suggesting that these books do not really
interest women, and perhaps even lull them into conformity. Later
in the novel, when Mildred is again looking for comfort, she

turns to anoLher cookery book "of recipes and miscellaneous

househord hints" (159) . This time Mildred comments that ,,what

use that knowl-edge would ever be to me r could not imagine',

(159) . cÌearÌy, the cont.ents of the prescribed 'women,s, reading

has no val-ue for its audience.

Mildred's idea of what. fict.ion, or in this exampre, poeLry

should address is certainly different from what is normalJ-y is
expressed in literature. At one meal, she is faced. with Bone,s
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eccentric old mother6. As Mrs. Bone gives Mildred pamphlets to
take home, Mildred thinks " [b] ird.s, worms and Jesuits. . . it míght

a]most hawe been a poem, but r could not rememl¡er that anybody

had ever writt.en it" (140) These subject matters are different.
from the usual topics about which women read or write. The

juxtaposition of three unromantic and possibly unrelated t.opics

appear to Mildred t.o be obviously subjects for fiction. The

regular t.opics for women's reading material does not address the

types of situations t.hat Mildred faces in her life. Barbara

Grif fin says t.hat Mildred's movement into rictional or
imaginative spaces reflecLs a lyric, rather than narralive, voice
(l-38). She says that these "lyric passages...create for Mildred
the privat.e space for which she struggles throughout the novel-a
space in which she is insulated, from the events and expectations
of the world around her and free to express and explore private
responses and reflections" (l-39). Mildred,s abilit.y to create a
privat.e space enabl-es her t.o examine herserf and her world
critically. consequently, Mi-ldred's abirity to synthesize

diverse topics reveals her creative and. unconventional mind.

oft.en, instead of using fict.ion (much of what Mitdred sees

as inappropriate for women) Lo rel-ocate herself in a place

outside the present po\^/er structure, Mildred uses her imagination
to rel-ocate hersel-f in an imagined situation where she can

evaluaLe it.s problems and benefits according to her own

experiences. For example, the incident. where Everard Bone

invit.es Mildred to dinner reveals such considerations. When.she
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first receives his invitation, she imagines " fher]self put.t.ing a

small joint into the oven and preparing veg,etables. I coufd feel
my aching back bending over t.he sink" (202). ft is the act of
imaginative relocat.ion that helps her decide to refuse Bone,s

invitat.ion. Her desire for independence is reflected in this
scene, for she would rather remain at home and be lonely than

cook Bone's bone7.

Mildred's first person narrative is the most. interestíng
aspect of her critical self-awareness. Pym has Mildred comment

cn this form of narrative at t.he opening of the text. Mitdred
describes herself as plain and mousy but asserts that ,'r am not.

at all- ]ike Jane Eyre, who must have given hope to so many pJ_ain

women who tell their st.ories in the first person, nor have I ever

thought of myserf as being like her" (9) . pym has Mildred
mention Jane Eyre in order to situat.e this narrative in Lhe

twentiet.h century. Michael Cotselt in his book discusses the

difference between Pym's world. and t.he wortd of Jane Eyre.

Along with the loss of social authority went a loss of the

shared-world confidence that provided the lit.erary authority
that underlies nineteenth-century realism. Rather than

presuming a shared worrd, pym's fiction enacts the seeking

of some part of it. (l-19)

Cotsef I is pointing out t.hat while pym,s

sense of ninet.eenth-century realism, her

different. And this difference ]ies in
authority. So even while there appears

style appears to adopt a

work, in fact, is much

the breakdown of literary
to be a breakdown in
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authority, the dominant culture stirl imposes sociar roles on

women and particularly spinsters, and pym is att.empting to
provide a port.ion of the dominant. cufture where women can find
some forn:r of self-definition. Cotsell's comment also reinforces
Mildred's plea not to be compared to Jane Eyre. Atthough readers

might easily find similarities between Mildred and Jane Eyre,

Mildred belongs to another century and another set of social
circumstances. For example, Niamh Baker points out that in many

novels writt.en aft.er the Second World War, "the goal-less life is
portrayed as a disaster for women and t.here is covert criticism
of men who, by enforcing idleness on middle-class women so as to
d.emonstrate their own staLus, rob them of any means of self-
definition" (161-). While Mildred does not have a husband who

enforces her idleness, the dominant culture inst.ead creates her

idleness. Bowman points to Mildred's job at the society for
Dist.ressed Gentlewomen. she says that Mil-dred,s ,,perception of
her job's inferiority has three causes: it is a service for
others; it is only part-time; and it serves women" (89). Mildred

sees these qualities as inferior because society sees them as

inferior. consequently, the world of Jane Eyre and the world of
Mifdred Lat.hbury cannoL be compared. The social roles and

positions for women are radically different even though they

appear to be similar.
Therefore, Pym creates a first. person narrator in Mildred in

order to explore further t.he position of the self-criticar
spinst.er in Lhis 'new' rule-bound society. Barbara Bowman
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outlines t.his idea in her article on pym,s subversive subtext.
Bowman contends that Pym uses the first person narrator to creaLe

irony in the same way that Jane Austen did. For example, Bowman

says "Pym's irony uses some of t.he assumptions behind AusLen,s

irony: (1) that the narraLor and the reader's knowredge and

points of view correspond, and (2) t.hat the heroine will be

ínitiated into this aì-ignment of narrator and read.er" (84) . pym

uses this met.hod to create t.he subtext. Bowman suggests that
often "the reader and the narrator share an irony" and that.

" It.]his distance between Lhe nar'.i:ator and the heroine disappears

when Mildred inverts her...conventionat responseIs] " (83).

Mildred as heroine appears t.o accept the social rules of society,
but Mildred as narrator presents a criticat and self-critical
subtext t.hat undermines t.he 'social, narrative.

Pym provides an excellent example of this construct.ion in
the scene where both Julian Malory and Rocky Napier arrive at
Mildred's door to be pampered. when she returns from making tea,

she overhears t.heir conversation. "Julian was asking about the

church of santa chiara in Naples and quoting a poem about pa]m

sunday, but Rocky said that the church had been destroyed by

bombs and the poem always depressed him anyway" (I47). In this
instance, Mildred the heroine is describing the scene before her

while t.he tone reflects Lhe attitude of Mildred the narrator. As

narrator, Mildred describes the men as uninterested in each other

and in some way compet.ing to be the centre of Mildred,s
attent.ion. Mil-dred the narrator later describes Rocky as "both



affect.ed and impolite" and Julian as "pompous and clerical,
almost like a st.age cJ_ergyman', (L47). As she grows more

impatient wit.h these men, Mifdred the narrator,s voice becomes

dominant. And it is this voice that. explores the possibilities
of renewed self-awareness.

Mildred the heroine, for exampre, considers what type of
novel she would write. she says that ,'if f ever wroLe a novel it
would be of the 'stream of consciousness' type and dear wíth an

hour in t.he life of a woman at the sink" (l-49). previously,

Mildred had rejected the types of prescribed. books for women. Her

choice of novels (to write) reflects not a Jane Eyre type of
novel, but inst.ead a twentieth cent.ury f orm that ref lect.s t.he

place of the woman within societ.y. Like Berinda,s response Lo

Keble's l-ines of poetry, the romanticized l-ife of the síngle
v/oman is not. what Mildred wants to read or chronicle. Instead.,

she wanls to provide a new narrative and narrative structure for
women. we know that this idea belongs to Mildred the heroine

because she is thinking about this as she washes the Napier,s

dishes. Mildred the heroine cont.inues:

r felt resenLfur and bit.ter towards Hel-ena and Rocky and

even towards Julian, though r had to admit that nobody had

compelled me to wash these dishes or to tidy t.his kitchen.
ft was the fussy spinster in me, the Martha, who could not

comfortably sit and, make conversation when she knew that
yest.erday's unwashed dishes were stirt in the sink. Martha,s

back must have ached too, I thought grimty, noticing that.
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the plat.e rack needed scrubbing and the tea-cloths boiting.
(149-1s0)

rn Lhis passage, Mildred t.he heroine moves back and forth between

guilt and assertion. She is assert.ive in her admission of bitter
feelings, but guitty in her complaint. she admits no one forced
her to undertake these chores, and accepts, through comparison Lo

Martha, Lhe sociaf rore of the willing servant. This section
ends wit.h these conflicting feelings. Mildred voices her
physicar complaint of the aching back, buL deflates it by

implyinqr that she witl continue to clean t.his kitchen beyond the

chore of washíng dishes. Mildred's desire Lo have a novel

address this particularly female sit.uation is achieved in this
(Pym's) novel and within its form.

And Mifdred participates in this new narrative sLructure.
Pym's employment. of a fírst person narrator wourd appear t.o
function appropriately enough to reveal the ,woman,s voice.,
However, âs discussed previously, the voice of the first person

narrator does not always completely coincide with the voice of
the heroine. Mildred the heroine essentially becomes the main

character in Mitdred the narrator's fiction. As Mildred the

heroine longs for poems that address "bird.s, worms and Jesuits,',
Mildred the narrator is creating a text t.hat does address women,s

needs. Bowman suggests that " [v] iewed from the outsid-e as a man

might view a woman, Mildred looks inconsistent., whereas from her

own perspective her inversions suggest a dynamically process-

oriented self-definition" (87). This self-definition comes in
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the form of the novel-writer in Mirdred the narrator.
Finally, many readers and crit.ics are disappoint.ed with pym

when she implies, at the cfose of this novel, that Mitdred wirr
marry Everard Bone. However, Mildred the heroine has made her
decísion with all the pertinent. facts in mind. Mary SLrauss-Nol_l

bel-ieves that "Mil-dred has few illusions about. menr, (7'l¡ , and

knows that " [m] arriagie to Everard Bone. . . would be a mixed

blessing" (78). I would emphasize that both Mildred the heroine
and Mifdred the narrator have this information. Jean Kennard

agrees: " lPyml ends Excef J-ent women with. . .marriage only a

possibility, not a solution. It is not marriage that
matters...but living one's own story" (57). And because the
final words of the nover a-re spoken by Mildred the narrator, v/ê

know that Mildred the heroine and Mildred the narrator have

joined and achieved a level of critical- self-awareness not
previously seen in the novel . Specifically, Bone reminds Mil-dred

of the late President's wife. Mil-dred remembers the woman

sleeping during the feclures.

She was asleep, but it didn,t matter. Nobody thought

anything of it or even not.iced, when her head jerked up again
and she looked about her with unseeing eyes, wondering for
Lhe momenL where she was. After all-, she was onry the

President's wife, and she always went to sleep anyv/ay. (238)

The gentl-e sarcasm evident in this passage shows that Mildred
realizes that she is trading one type of subordination foi:
another, but at. least she has chosen it within the context of a
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new self-awareness. Brothers says that. pym "celebrates Iher
character'sl successes in being individ,uats despit.e the pressures

of an impersonal society which would make them into nothing more

than spinsters, clergymen, or clerg'ymen's wives " (79) Mildred
does succeed in becoming what she chooses t.o be. Grif fin,s
conclusion is similar: " [Mitdred] neither aband.ons sel-f or turns
ent.irely away from others and t,hus continues the st.ruggle t.o
define a life in which neit.her self or affilíation is d.enied"

(!42). Mildred is able to achieve this balance through her

acquired crit.ical- sel-f -av/areness .

In conclusion, literature and imagination are the only areas

available t.o t.hese women in their att.empts to find some form of
self-identity. They know that their positions in society are

dictated through prescribed ro1es, and their st.ruggle for self-
identity rests first in their ability to overcome these roles. By

examining both the society in which they live and their positions
wíthin that. society, they are able to achieve a crit.ical sel_f-

awarerLess that enables to cope with these restrictions. WhiIe

they are not socially or politicalty empowered in Lhis struggle,
or achieve any liberation from these roles, they are personally
empov/ered to cope with the absurdities of tife that they face

daily.

Similarly, lit.erature and imagination were very important
parts of Barbara Pym's personal life. Many crit.ics find
parallel-s between fictional- event.s that. she created and real
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events that she experienced. whil-e these comparisons are

interesting and amusing, Mary Strauss-Nol1 suggests an

alternative way of examining these simil-arities. she says

" [t]here is a sharp contrasL in tone between descriptions of
real-l-ife events in her journars and fictionar accounts of
simil-ar siLuations in t.he novels. rn her fiction Barbara pym,s

tone is ironic, amused, detached" (86). pym creates in her

novel-s what her characters achieve within the fictional texts;
Pym uses imaginative relocation within her literary texts to help
her create a critical self-awareness that allov;ed her to d.eal

with the challenges of being a spinster in the twent.ieth century.
Each of her characters't.riumphs are the triumphs of Barbara pym.
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CHAPTER THREE

ROASTING HIS JOINT AND DARNING HIS SOCKS

FOOD, SEX AND PLEASURE IN THE NOVELS OF BARBARÀ PYM

B April l-958. How would she eat when alone? HaIf a l-obster
and a glass of chabl-is aL scot.t's-or baked beans on t.oast
and Coca Cola in the Kenbar aL Barkers?

This ent.ry from Pym's diaries, collected in A very private Eye,

refers to the celebration meals that Pym is considering for one

of her spinster characters. rt reflects pym,s interest in the
food that her characters eat, the role t.hat food plays in their
lives and what that food says about. them. Most. of the characters

spend much of their t.ime either eating, or talking about eating,
or even thinking about eating. And pym,s critics coul-d use this
excessive discussion of food to reinforce their crit.icisms of her

stories of quaint English villages. But this int.ense interest in
food reflects more than the banatity of everyday life. charles
and Kerr in their book on women and food point out that:

Food...carries social status and value and its differential
consumption by men and v/omen, adults and children, and-

between Lhe classes, reflects differences in power and

sLatus which arise from the social divisions of gender, âge

and cl-ass. The food that is eaten. .recreates [these social
divisionsl on a daily basis. (235)
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And in Some Tame Gazelle, Pym does address t.hese various ideas

about society and the nature of food. For exampre, when Edith
Liversidge and connie Aspinall suddenly appear at the Bede,s

doorstep at suppertime, Belinda thinks they might serve ,,a tin of
tongue" or "potato sarad... [o]r would a macaroni cheese be

bett.er? With some bott.Ied fruit and coffee to follow that. should

really be enough" (89). This meal, designed with women in mind,

is an adequate meal for anyone, yet when the curate Mr. Donne

also appears at t.he door, the meal_ is transformed.

Edith Liversidge moved into the dinire-roorir with a confident
step. They woul-d all benef it from Mr. Donne's presence, she

knew, and noted with sardonic approval that Lhere was a

large bow] of fruit salad on the tabre and a jug of cream as

wefl as a choice of cold meaLs. (92¡

Meal-s served to women and men are different., and are based on the
social assumption that men requrre "high social, statusl, food

(charles,'71). Mr. Donne's social staLus both as a man and a
representative of the church requires that he be given higher
sLatus food

YeL, in an article about food in pym,s novels, Mary Anne

Schofield discusses patterns of eating in terms of Levi-Strauss,
work in The Raw and The cooked, and only sees food as serving to
civilize men. she says that " fw]hen faced with a gienuine male,

one neither married, effeminat.e, nor homosexual, who is in need

of culturing, the Bede sisters are unabre to provide the

necessary food" (3). Schofield is misLaken. She points to the
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fact that they cannot "tame or civiLíze .a 'rear, man" (3) when

really neither Bede sister wants to ,tame, a man. what schofield
fails to mention is that food represents more than a cuftural and

civilizing effect when cooked and given to men. And Jane Nardin

claims that the phrase "'cooking his meat,. .seems to have comic

sexuaf overtones" (Bl-) but does not elaborate on this idea even

though the sexuar overtones appear to extend t.hroughout pym,s

work. In fact., very tittle work has been d.one on the

rel-ationship between food and sexuality in her textsl.
Therefore, ín this chapter, r will argue that, in pym,s novels,

food funct.íons to provide women, particularJ-y spinst.ers, with a

way of pleasing their bodies in a society that assumes they have

no sensuality. Just as fiction is a way that Lhe spinst.ers can

find critical self-awareness, food becomes an expression of the

spinsters' sexuality. Consider the following.
rn this exampre from Exce]lent women, Everard Bone has

invited Mildred Lathbury to his home for dinner. she imagines

herserf "putting a small joint. in the oven and preparing

vegetables. f courd feel- my aching back bending over the sink"
(202). These thoughts encourage her to refuse his inviLation.
After finishing t.hís phone conversation, she reconsiders her

refusal

I paced about my sitting room, feeling uneasy and yet. not
quite knowing why. r had not wanted to see Everard Bone and

the idea of having Lo cook his evening meal for him was more

than r courd bear at this moment. And yet the t.hought of
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him alone with his meat and his cookery book was unbearable

too...He would...puzzre over the heat of the oven, turning
it on and standing over it watching the thermometer go

up...r shoul-d have been nearly in Lears at this point if r
had not pulled myself together. (203)

This passage revea]s many aspecLs of pym,s use of food that wilt
be discussed in the remainder of this chapter. rn the first.
passage, Mi]dred's response Lo Everard's invitation is one of
physical discomfort which springs from her act of imaginative
relocat.ion of cooking the food in his kitchen. Notice that she

imagines neither the smefl of the cooking nor taste of the cooked

food, the most pleasant aspecLs of meals and eating. schofield
comment.s that "Mildred is only concerned with the external
trappings of dining" (4). In this example, Mifdred is concerned

wit.h t.hese ext.ernal trappings because she is required t.o provide
these trappings. Further, her physical response represent.s more

than just. her lack of desire to cook for Bone. fn a world where

spinsters have no method of expressing their sexual desires, food

becomes their form of physical expression. Mildred reject.s
Bone's dinner proposal because, first, she does not want to
experience the physical aspect of preparing the meal and., second.,

her preparation and consumption of the food with Bone would

constitute a form of physical intimacy that Mildred is not yet
ready to share. This idea is cl-arified in t.he second passage.

Mildred's agitation, her pacing and her uneasy feeling, reflect
her indecision regarding her rerationship with Bone. she is
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unsure whet.her she wanLs Lo become closer to him. Her concern

about his ability to cook his own meat shows t.hat she does care

about him, and the fact that she is almost in tears reveal-s an

unspoken emoLional- commitment. to Bone. However, pym does not use

food in her novel-s to veil sexuar activities inappropriate Lo

'women's literatura,' or to maintain a sense of high comedy

decorum. Food is simpty the main source of physical pleasure for
these women. And because Mildred's consumpt.ion of food in this
example would mean a further commit.ment to the budciing

rel-ationship with Bone, wê can say that she has refrrsed a
pot.entially sexuarry-charged encounLer. The ',cookingi of the

meal" could be seen in sexual terms and Mitdred,s physical
agitation ín response reveals her discomfort with this possible
intimate relationship.

susan Bordo in her art.icle on t.he body and femininity
explores this idea of a woman's rel-ationship wíth food and

cooking. She says " [t]he rul-es for [the] construct.ion of
femininity...require that v/omen learn Lo feed others, noL the

self, and to construe any desires for self-nurturance and self-
feeding as greedy and excessive" (18). Mildred,s refusal to cook

Bone's meaL suggest.s that she has much sLronger sense of her

desires than everyone (inctuding the naive read.er) believes. She

has cult.ivated her ability to be greedy. Arthough she

immediately gioes off to the vicarage "to see if there was

anyt.hing Ishe] could do there" (204), she has asserted her self-
possession and has chosen to retain her 'virginity, in her
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relationship with Bone. Again, Mifdred,s action witÌ not aid the
progress of women's rights, but she has preserved her own

integrity in this case. we wilt see aspects of this example

appear repeat.edly in Pym's fiction.
The physical response and agitation, and the subsequent

cooking of food is made cfear in the episode in Some Tame Gazel-l-e

where Belinda refuses Grote's marriage proposal. After he

leaves, she is able to create the perfect risotto. Her success

in the kitchen indicates her successful claim to her self and her

ident.ity. Schofield says that the Bedes happily ,,reLurn to
sal-ads and cheeses inwardly glad to be rel-eased from t.he rigors
of cooked meaL and prepared mears, of culturing and civilizing
the male" (3). But Belinda's present success in the kitchen
undermines schofield's comment.s. she does prepare and cook a hot
meal- that both she and her sister enjoy, and Belinda,s actions
negate Schofield's idea that they cannot produce civilizing foods

for themselves. Charles and Kerr noLe that usually "enjoymenL of
cooking for most women depend[s] on the end product being enjoyed

by others . Their own enj oymenL I is ] secondary,' ( 6B ) . Be]inda

breaks Lhis pattern by enjoying t.he meal- that she has made for
herself, as werl as for her sister. And if her identity ís tied
to the kitchen (as most women's identit.ies are), pym is revealing
Belinda's strengt.h of character. Her triumph with food is a

personal- triumph of the sel_f .

The Grote episode can easily be juxtaposed w'i th the sock-

darning incident invol-víng the Archdeacon where pym explores



further the sexual aspects of food and cooking. The ent.ire

incident suggests sublimated sexual- tension and contact. As

Belinda kneels at Hoccleve's feet., the image of the foot in the

sock, with the heer protruding, becomes sexually charged; notice
its resembl-ance to a partially covered penis. Arso, â11 three
people present. are anxious about the event. The reader is told
that " It]he Archdeacon submítted himself to her ministraLions
wit.h rather an irl wi]l, and there was one anxious moment when

Belinda inadvertantly pricked him with the needle and it seemed,

as if he wou]d lose his remper" (71) . Note that Hoccleve

'submits' to Belinda. Even Harriet is invol-ved as she does "her

best t.o divert him with conversaLion" ('77) . After receiving
Hoccleve's thanks ancl compliments, "Belinda smiled and went quite
pink with pleasure and confusion" while Harriet collapses

"heavily into a chair and ffans] hersetf with t,he parish
magazine" (18-1g) . The language t.hat describes the emotional and

physical discharge after the event further reveals sexual

connotations. However, as successful as Belinda is in this near

sexuar conLext, she is not able Lo accomplish anything in the
kitchen.

Is]he wal-ked aimlessly about in circles trying to assemble

all the ingredients she needed. For somehow it was

difficurt to concentrate. The mending of the sock had been

an upsetting and unnerving experience, and even when she had

made Lhe risot.to she did not feel_ any pleasure at the

t.hought of earing it. (7g)
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Belinda's agitation is similar to Mildred's after refusing Bone,s

invitation. Jean Kennard points out that ',pym deriberately
undercuts the romantic daydreams of her characters with the

mundane realities of everyday tife. Her characters like the

fantasy of romantic love but not the discomforts of an erotic
relationship" (50). rn Belind.a's case, Lhe reader has been t.otd

that she feels that she can love Hoccleve more because she does

not have to deal- with his demands in everyday life. This

'erottc' experience is uncomfortable because ít intrudes on her

idea of roinantic l-ove. And if the sock-darning could be

described as her first erotíc contact with Hoccleve, it is not

satisfactory. we know t.his because ít is in food and t.he

consumption of food that. this spinster experiences physical
pleasure, and in this situation, both the preparation and

consumption of t.he food is not pleasurable. When Befinda does

successfully deal with her sexuality in the marriage proposal

from Grote, she is abfe to create a perfect risotto.
The issue of meat. and gender t.hat appears in the

Mildred/Everard situation is also repeated t.hroughout pym,s work,

and in writing about t.hís issue, pym is exploring the socíetaI
conventions of both femal-e and male sexuality. pym uses the
image of meat to represent what society equates with male

sexuality, and ext.ensively examines t.his assumption in Jane and

Prudence. For example, the idea that men must have meat is
raised within t.he opening pages of the novel . During a

discussion about. the food served in the rocar tea-shop, Mrs.
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Mayhew says "'Qf course, a man must have meat," (30). This

sLatement becomes a focus of t.he novel in that women are often
expect.ed to go without certain foods while men enjoy their meat.

Later, when Fabian Driver is called for his lunch, Miss Morrow

says ¡' /of course. r shouldn't like to keep you from your st.eak.

A man needs meat, âs Mrs. crampton and Mrs. Mayhew are always

saying'" (57). Driver notices "the faintly derisive tone of Miss

Morrow's remark, âs if t.here was somet.hing comic about a man

needing meaL" (57). And he is right. because there ís something

comic about a man needing his meat in this ncyel- where the men

are no more masculine t.han the women. Also, this passage

reflect.s Pym's idea that spinsters are excruded from enjoymenL,

literarly, of the ffesh. Most of pym's women do not often eat

meal. Enjoyment of the flesh, Lhat is, sexual- enjoyment, is noL

to be experienced by women, even married v/omen, yet they all- seem

to desire the experience as much as men. It is the conventions

of society t.hat restricts them from their consumpLion of meaL.

Yet. Pym never tires of emphasi zing t.he ef f ects of t.hese

societal assumptions, particularly the social construct.ion of
male sexuality. During a díscussion between Miss Dogget.t and

.Tane cleveland about Mildred Lathbury,s new husband, Miss Doggett

declares that Mildred has married "'an ant.hropophagisL' " (L26) .

Pym intends for both Jane and t.he reader to be shocked by Miss

Doggett's linguistic error. And the humour in this error is, of
course, two-fol_d. First., Miss Dogget.t is displaying her

ignorance in her knowledge of the world outside her small
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corTìmunity. BuL more importantly, pym is playing once again with
the idea that men need meat. rn this case, other people are the
flesh that the men wouLd consume, and, specifically, Mildred is
the one to be, 'consumed.' Miss Doggett al-so comments that
Mildred " 'learned to type so that she could. type his manuscripts

for him'" (!26). Bone's consumption of Mildred, then, involves
not necessarily sexual consumpLion but his consumption of her

energiy as he utirizes her practical, everyday tafents. pym is
conflat.íng the aggressive and sexual nature of the consumption of
flesh with the mundane act of typing, thus reducing t.ho

consumption of meat to a socially constructed representation of
male sexuality.

This idea is further emphasized in pym,s expÌosion of t.he

convenLions of masculine sexualit.y. specifically, Miss Doggett,

in conversation with Jane, reflecLs Lhat "'men onty want one

thing-that's the truth of the matter., Miss Doggett. again rooked

puzzled; it was as if she heard that men only want one thing, but
had forgotten for the moment what it was" (70) . Here, Miss

Doggett., the speaker for conformity and convention, is repeating
what is accepted as the trut.h about men. But pym,s narraLor
undermines Miss Dogget.t's word.s; she suggests that whatever iL is
that men want, women cannot seem to remember. Later in the
novel, Jane wonders t.hat " [i]f it is true that men only want one

thing...is it perhaps just. to be feft to themsel-ves with t.heir
soap animars or some other harmless ritt.le triffe?', (L2g). The

dismissat of men's 'only need' suggests that male sexuality is as
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easily trivialized as \n/omen's. Moreover, it suggests that
traditional male sexuality is also a social construct because

Nicholas' desire for soap animals does not represent Fabian,s

desire to indulge in his own refl-ection. Each man d.esires a

d.ifferent 'one thing,' therefore the mal-e drive for sexual

preasure may not be as universar and important as Miss Doggett

assumes it to be. Because Miss Doggett, a traditional spinster,
knows nothing of male or female sexuality, she repeats only what

she has heard is true. Pym means for the reader t.o join the idea

of t.he mate 'need fc',r meat'wit.h the cliche that ,men only want

one thing.'

Pym emphasizes t.his idea further in situations where men eat

'vr'omen's'meals, and women eat. or desire a ,man,s, meal-. pym

juxtaposes two such events in Jane and, Prudence and reveals the

discrepancy between the food that women and. men are supposed to
desire and the food that they truly desire. At the community

whist drive, Pym creaLes a comparison between Edward Lyarl,s
breakfasts and Miss Morrow's love of oyster patties. First, Mrs.

Lyall t.ells her aud.ience that. Edward Lyall, in his rof e as the

heavily burdened Member of parliament, "'l-ikes coffee and a
cereal of some kind. He might have a boited egg or a rasher of
bacon occasionarty...'' (90). His austere breakfast is opposite
to the expected heavy breakfasts that are associated with male

appetites. charles and Kerr tatk about "a ,cooked breakfast,
consisting of bacon, eggs and so on, which is this meal ín it.s
most proper form" (it.alics my emphasis) (19)
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suggesting that Edward Lyall does not conform to the convention

of the mafe appetit.e and thereby undermines his masculinity and

power as the local Member of parliament.

Jessie Morrow, on the other hand, does desire male food and

takes action to obtain it. Moreover, pym places this event

al-most immediately after the Edward LyalI breakfast description.
Also duríng the whist drive, Miss Morrow hides some oyster
patties

" [W]hat have you got there?', [.Tane] asked, seeing, that. Miss

Morrow appeared to be secreLing a paper bag behind her back.

"oysLer patt.ies, " whispered Miss Morrow. "r like them Loo.

r thought r would eat them when r got home in the privacy of
my bedroom. r took these when nobody was looking. " (91)

Miss Morrow's actions reveal her desire for male-staLus food,, and

her courage to take what has not been afforded to her. yet while
she does take what is not hers, she still follows the patt.ern

that women must noL openly desire food, and, when they do obtain
the food of their desires, they musL consume it in private.
Bordo says that. " [f]emale hunger...is depicted as needfut of
conLaj-nmenL and conLrol, and female eating is seen as a furtive,
shamefuf , illicit act" (18) . Morrow,s att.empt. to hide the food

and her plans t.o enjoy the patties in private reflect Bordo,s

ideas. Hov/ever, Morrow is end,owed with some power in this event

because she has taken food prepared for a man. And the
juxtaposition of her Lheft with the description of Lyalr, s

'powerless' feminine breakfast suggests t.hat Miss Morrow is a
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stronger/ more masculine character than Lyatl.
Miss Morrow's theft of t.he oyster patties can easily be

compared to her 'theft' of. Fabian Driver,s hand ín marriage where

her sexual aggression2 is revealed in the type of food that she

steafs. And Lhat her t.heft. of food consisted of oyst.ers,

considered an aphrodisiac, reinforces this idea. Afso, because

Miss Morrow witl enjoy these oyster patties in her bedroom, pym

is suggesting further that Miss Morrow is willing to seek out
physical pleasure denied her by her social community. Again, she

operat.es outside the conventions o: society. She secretly visits
Fabian, and eventually persuades him to marry her. she reshapes

his dead wife's clothing and lit.erally appears before him as Mrs.

Driver. Her aggressive behaviour shows how she has adopted the
role of the pursuer. Also, the secrecy of the courtship ensures

that she maintains cont.rol- of the situation. She is, of course,

aided by Fabian's own slot.h and vanity. so, Miss Morrow,s theft
of the oyster patt.ies becomes an indication of what she is
capable, and the reader shoul-d not be surprised when Miss Dogget.t.

eventually uncovers their relationship. pym is using food to
ill-ust.rat.e that t.hese spinsters do not have the opportunity to
express their desires openly and therefore use food Lo express

the sensuality that is denied them

Prudence Bates, l-ike Jessie Morrow, seeks physical pleasure

in the food t.hat she consumes. According to the conventions of
society, Prudence should not. be sexually act.ive even t.hough t.he

men in the novel appreciat.e her sexually alluring appearance.
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Therefore Prudence explores sensual pleasures in food. The best

example of Lhis idea is made clear during one of prudence and

Fabian's dinner dates in London. "The chicken will have that
wonderful sauce with it, thought prudence, looking into Fabian,s

eyes. She had ordered smoked salmon to begin with, and

afterwards perhaps she would have some Brie, al1 creamy and

delicious" (102). The description of the food supersedes al] the

other elements of the date. Janice Rossen in her article on pym

and rove in oxford libraries comments t.hat " It]he aesthet.ic

arrangement of the evening does more than enhal.ce an affair of
the heart; it replaces passion altogether" (29L). But the

emotional or sexual- passion is replaced by Prudence's passion for
food. rt. is the chicken sauce that prudence imagines when she

looks into his eyes. And it is the cheese that will- fo]low the
meal that she desires in real physical terms. certainly, the

creamj-ness of the brie could represent male ejaculat.e. The

possibility of embraces and other sexual intimacy is not the most

important aspect of this encounter expressed by prudence through

the narrator. Pym uses this subtext. to reveal- t.hat whil_e t.he

romance involves Fabian, Prud.ence cannot be physically satisfied
by him. Also, Michael Cotsell observes that. " If ]rom at.t.endance

on a handsome man, Prudence has moved to attendance on a handsome

\^/oman: a sort of fleshy narcissisj-sm', (61-) . pym clearly intends
this. This romantic script, provided in t.he restrictions of
femal-e sexuality, is not flexible enough to alfow the admittance

of women's real sexuality. prudence must sat.isfy her physical
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desires through the consumpt.ion of food.

But not al-l of Pym's spinsters are abre to Lrse food to
satisfy their physical desires. Marcia rvory of euartet in
Autumn accepts the assumptions concerning female sexuality, and

succumbs to the pressures of society and its denial of female

physical pleasure; she starves herself to death. Her denial of
food and her disregard for her body is what society has demanded

of women and we see Lhis in the cliched remarks and expressions

that she and the ot.her office workers use to describe her eatingr

hab-j.¡-s. Marcia literatry becomes a victim of the phrase ,,r,ve

never been a big eater. " According Lo societal assumptions abouL

ol-der unmarríed women, Marcia lacks sexuality and she expresses

this idea t.hrough the denial of her body. Even her bel-oved

surgeon Mr st.rong's instructions to eat more cannot break the

ideas t.hat have long been planted in Marcia' s behaviour.

Pym makes this idea of the denial- of t.he body cl-ear in that
Marcia dies with a full pant.ry. (rronically, when she does

d.ecide t.o eat, she is too weak to open any of her tins . she is
barred from t.he food that witl save her because she has no

physical st.rength) .

Every week lMarcial bought. some tins for her sLore cupboard

and now she spent some time arranging t.hem. There was a

good deal of crassifying and sorting to be done here; the

tins could be arranged according to size or by t.ypes of
food-meat, fish, fruit, vegetables, soup or
miscellaneous...There was work t.o be done here and Marcia
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enjoyed doing ir. (63-64)

whife Pym is exposing this woman's aimfess life in ret.irement,

she is also revealing the idea that women have been trained to
sLock and organíze the kitchen. This idea rel-ates to the not.ion

t.hat women do not f eed t.hemselves but instead f eed others. The

food acLs as an external symbol of femininity and does not serve

as inner and physical nourishment. Marcia as a spinster has not

had to feed others since her mother died and her cat Snowy passed

away. Marcia therefore has no one to feed but- herself and she

does not know how to do that..

However, there is somet.hing triumphant in Marcia's store.
For example, ât the end of the novel- as Letty, Edwin and Norman

look through her house, they come upon her pantry furt of tins.
"'So beautifully arranged and classified,' said Let.ty with wonder

in her Lone" (2L5). Pym shows that Marcia's skitl in organizing
is finalry being observed and appreciated. Also, the store in
the pantry brings the three who remain t.ogether.

"Hesitantly...the three of them began making their selection. In
some subtle way t.his reflected their different. characters. Edwin

chose spam and stewing steak, Letty prawns and. peach halves,

Norman sardines, soup, butter beans and t.he macaroni cheese,'

(21-6). Marcia, in leaving t.his store of food, has now become a

nurturer for t.he food she leaves is suitabre for al_l_ of her

'friends. ' The sherry that is left in the cupboard is ar-so

shared. In essence, this scene becomes a cel-ebration of Marcia,s
store of food. Her death from starvat.ion giives others l-ife. So
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while her self-denial has horrible consequences and her deat.h is
a tragedy, she dies knowing that she has been faiLhful and

different, and has left a store for her friend Norman from which

he can feed himseff.

But Pym does not feave the issue of Marcia and food'on this
simplistic level; she addresses t.he fact. that women are capable

of supplying nourishment from their breasts but yet cannot

nourish themselves. Marcia, however, is a spinster and has never

had a child, and, due to breast cancer, has had a mastectomy.

Clearly, Pym wants the reader tc recognize the importance of such

surgery to a woman who throughout her life was not. considered a

complete woman because she was a spinst.er. Yet Marcia does not

see t.his operation as a debilitating or reduct.ive procedure. In
fact, she is proud of her scar and has great love and respect. for
her surgeon. we are t.old that. "Marcia had been one of those

women; .who had sworn that she would never let a surqeon,s knife
touch her body, a \n/oman's body being such a private thing', (18).

But when she sees a woman collect.ing money for cancer, "Marcia

advanced, quiet.ly trj-umphant., a 1-op coin in her hand" and says

"'T, too...have had something removed,', (18) . Her pride,
apparent in the Lone of her words, reflects her pride in being

different from others. she had been taught that. her body is
special and privaLe, and when she does allow t.he surgeon Lo touch

her breast, she remains emotionally fait.hful- to his touch.

Michael Cotsell speaks of her fait.hfulness as ,,a t.errible
meLonomy for the satisfaction of desire " (r29 ) . cotsell is
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right; for Marcia, Lhe surgeon's touch is a sexual act. This

action also constitutes her secreL from the rest of the world.
she has shared her body with a man and this form of physical
contact is something of which she is proud.

Yet, Pym takes the idea of the mastectomy and the breast
even further to emphasize Marcia's at.t.empt to satisfy societal
expectations of her femininity and her need to nurLure.

Specifically, Marcia col-fects milk bottles.

[S]he went...to the shed where she kept her milk bottles.
These neeclcC to be checked from time to time and

occasionally she even went as far as dusting them. Somet.imes

she woul-d put out one for the mirkman but she mustn,t let
the hoard get Loo low because if there was a national
emergency...or even another war, there could wel-l- be a
shortage of milk bot.tles and we might. find ourselves back in
the sit.uation of 'No bottre, no milk', as in the last war.
( 64)

This collection of milk bottles reflects Marcia's hidden desire
to nirrture and be nurt.ured, and the emptj_ness of t.he bottles
reflect.s her failure t.o satisfy her desire (to nurture) . This

collection also reveals the extent to which the demand,s of
society have destroyed Marcia's sanity. Kennard observes that
"Pym's superb descript.ion of lMarcia'sl decline from eccentricity
into insanity makes it clear that Marcia is only an exlension of
any of us" (521. As a spinster, she had no one to nurture, yet
social convention cal-ls for women to be nurturers. Her dilemma is
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played out in her irrational desire to col_lect mil-k bottl_es.

Although society had denied Marcia her individuality and physical
pleasure, she tried t.o define herself in the terms that society
has set for women. Cotsell sees her death as "a declaration that
forces a kind of recognition of a commonness at the level of-
however mean, frantic and grotesque-appetite and desire" (131_).

While Cot.sell is ríght to point out the level- at which we all can

understand and rel-ate to Marcia's death, he is discounting the
responsibility of society. Marcia,s inability to fit t.he

definit.ion of a 'complete' v/oman, d.esigned for rl:.,rried women,

shows her courage in a worl-d that denies spinst.ers their
appet.it.es, desires and their bodies.

Pym also examines the sociaf conventions t.o which married
women are subjecL. At the close of Excellent Women, pym detail-s
Mildred's evolution from a spinster and excellent woman int.o a

v¡oman engaged in "'a fulr life"' (238). As previously discussed,

Mildred has trouble coping with her budding relationship with
Everard Bone, and her uncertainty of her commitment to this
relationship is seen in her refusaf of Bone's supper invitation.
However, her feelings are resorved at t.he end of the novel when

she does accept a dinner invit.ation and is willing t.o cook for
him. YeL, when she arrives at his house, the food has alread,y

been prepared and only needs to be served. Because Mildred has

accepted the growing closeness between her and Bone, food is no

longer necessary, in this situation, to sLand as the only met.hod

of her physical satisfaction. But again I emphasize that. food is
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not a substitute for sexuality, but only stands in place of
physicaf fulfilment in a communit.y t.hat maintains strict social
conventions regarding female sexuality.

schofield claims that in Excellent women " [t]here is no

substantial consumption of food; there is no substantiar
sustenance of human relationships; t.here is, ultimately, no

social-ízíng" (4) . Although she is specif ícally cornrnenting on

Mil-dred's relationship with the Napiers, Schofíel-d does see this
as a pat.tern throughouL the book. yet, ât t.he end of this novel,

the reader does not. see Mildred and Everard share a. meal-, but

their rel-at.ionship obviously does become more int.imate. What pym

is communicating here, and what schofield has missed, is that.

food no longer needs to represent physical expression for
Mildred. Mildred as a spinster is not allowed t.o express her

serf physically until she is married. Bone's veifed marriage

proposal gives Mil-dred the opportunit.y to find physical pleasure

within the confines of a conventional marriage relat.ionship. Bu¡

that pleasure is bracketed by her agreement to proofread his
manuscript and t.hen possibly index it. The price of freedom from

the restrictions of spinst.er sexuality is t.he everyday chores

that. will ease the burden on the male. Mildred may event.ualry

return to the joys of physical pleasure found in food.

Pym also considers t.he inadequacy of the female nurturingr

role of mother and wife in the character of Jane Cleveland. But

Jane does not conform to Lhe conventions of either rofe. Fírst,
she is unabl-e Lo cook or housekeep. when she initially moves
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into the present vicarage, "she. . .hardty. ..grasped where the
kitchen was and in any case it was a part of t.he house in which

she took little interest" (18). When both the housekeeper and

her daughter are av/ay, Jane suggests that she and her husband eat
at t.he focal tea-shop so that she does not have to ,',open a tin
or something'" (48). Prudence, on another occasion, is horrified
at Jane as she "sv/ish[es] ...wine-glasses about in an inch or two

of brownish water at the bottom of t.he fwashing] bowl; " and

describes Jane' s kitchen as ,d.esol_ate, (161) Jane, s inabitiLy
to provide meals for either herself or her family refl-ects her
inability t.o nurture in the t.raditional sense. She is not abl-e

to provide her family with food or comfort. yet, pym shows that
she is still a loving mother to Flora and a loving wife to
Nicholas. For example, Miss Dogget.t discovers that Miss Morrow

and Fabian Driver are engaged and wants Jane to go with her Lo

Driver's house to reprimand him on his behaviour. As Nicholas
watches them l-eave, he thinks " [t.]he whole thing seemed to be of
very little importance" but he goes t.o the window,,and saw t.hat

it was stifl raining. He wondered wheLher Jane had remembered to
take a mackintosh" (l-86). Alt.hough he is exasperated wit.h ,-Tane,s

interest in Driver and Morrow, he stilt is concerned for her. rn
fact, he usually has to nurture and care for Jane because she

d.oes forget such things as wearing her mackíntosh in the rain.
Here, Pymi explodes the soci-etal assumption that. women are

natural nurturers and shows that, in some cases, parLicularly
.rane's, she cannoL learn to nurt.ure and needs to be nurtured
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herself.

Pym, then, uses Jane to show how food can represent other
aspects of a woman's tife. rn Jane's sit.uat.ion, food ref lects
the state of her marriaqe. Because she is able to express

herself sexually within Lhe conventions of marriâgê, food does

not serve as an outlet for physical expression. For example, pym

provides an excellent description of Jane and Nichol-as, marriage

in t.he form of a food image. The narrat.or says "Lhey saL d.own on

either side of the fire, two essentiatly good people, eat.ing

thick srices of breacÌ spread with a paste made of ,prawns (and

other fish) "' (1-38). The sturdiness and solidity of the thick
slices of bread represent t.he solidity of the marriage, and the

simplicity of the fish paste reflects Lhe uncruttered
rel-ationship that they have with one another. Jane does not need

to use food t.o nurture or to hetp her express her physical
desires. The goodness of the "thick sl-ices of bread,, are an

adequate description of the happiness that Jane's life involves.

In concl-usion, just. as fict.ion was the only method available
to spinsters t.o help them find critical self-awareness, food

becomes their only outfet for pleasing t.heir bodies in a world
that allows them no sensuality. Pym reveals the consequences of
society's construction of bot.h male and female sexuality and the

assumptions that accompany them, and displays t.hese spinst.ers

efforts to overcome these rest.rictive roles. unfortunately, a

characLer like Marcia rvory does let society consLruct her
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desires for her, and her death from starvation is the result.
But Susan Bordo points out that anorexia also serves as a type of
protest, albeit self-defeat.ing. She continues:

The anorexic's experience of power is...deeply and

dangerously illusory. To reshape one's body into a male

body is not to put on mafe power and privilege. To feef
aut.omonous and free while harnessing body and souf to an

obsessive body-practice is to serve, noL Lransform, a social
order that Iimits f emale possibilit.ies. (2+¡

Marcia would not even understand such social protest and shrínk
from attention. Her anorexia is noL even an att.empt to gain the
illusion of power that Bordo suggest.s. rnstead, pym uses

Marcia's death to show the reader the importance of food to the
expression of female sexualit.y in a society that. denies spinsters
the pJ-easures of tn"ir bodies. Marcia believed society,s
assumptions about women and theír roles, and tragically l-oses her

mind and her life in her attempts to attain t.hat image of
femininity.

Prudence Bates also remains t.rapped sexually by the
conventions of society. untike Marcia, she does reject t.he

traditional image of the spinster, bul ínstead becomes a victim
of t.he commercial- image of femininity in that she d.resses in the
l-atest Vogue fashions. she also passively awaits Fabian,s

marriage proposal. Miss Morrow, however, who never att.racts
att.ention to her physical self, is able to ensnare Fabian Driver
because she does not al-low society to dictate her desires and
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physical pleasures. she acts on her desire for oyster patties,
both literally and metaphorically. Food becomes her expression

of and method for exploring physical desire.

Finalry, Pym reveals how the spinsters in her novels use

what is avail-able to them to achieve their desires. These v/omen

are denied their sexuality by a society that demands female

virginity untif marriâg€, and become subversive in their att-empts

to reclaim their bodies from the steritity of society,s
assumptions. Pym attacks t.he ridicul-ous assumption that women

aLe not capable of physical pleasure without. the assistance of
men. She shows Belinda Red.e's triumph in the kit.chen, continued

in t.he dining room, âs she eats'her hot cooked meal. schofield
says that "Lhese women fail to create a nourishing and sustaining
relationship with a man " (1) I would argue t.hat they are

capable of creat.ing such a relationship but that. they are not
interested in doing so. schofield continues: "Debunking the
predominant romantic myth, Pym shows [hat woman's place, though

she might. be in the kitchen, is not a nourishing role at all,'
(l). schofield.'s mention of the romanLic myth is good, but she

fails to point out that. these women know how to nourish
themselves in a society t.hat allows t.hem little emotionaf and

physical nourishment. Barbara pym's spinsters find emot.ional

fulfil-ment. in what Kennard catls "an ideal of community based

upòn...a more genuine form of rove" (47). This ideal- replaces

the socially const.ructed romantic love script and gives the

spinsters emotional freedom. And they finarly find physical
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pl-easure in their enjoyment of food.
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CONCLUSTON

rn Barbara Pym's An unsuitable Attachment, sophia Ainger,

the clergyman's wife, declares thaL ,, /A sj_ngle man probably

inspires wider and wilder speculation than a single woman...His

unmarried state is ín itself more interesting than a woman,s

unmarriedness, if you see what I mean,,, (24j). I would argue

that Pym devoted her literary career to reveating that a woman,s

'unmarriedness' can inspire much speculation and is in itself far
more interesting than a man's bachelorhcod.

Her spinsters, throughout Lhe novels, come to understand

themselves and their lives much more clearly than any of her male

characLers simply because they are excluded from Lhe power

struct.ure of their communities. The heroine in her exclusion
from society is introspect.ive and views herself and her Iife from

outside the roles continually forced upon her. They are able to
assess their experiences using available literary models. Then,

through these mode1s and using imaginative relocation, they are

able to achieve a critical self-awareness that most of the men

never achieve. rn a world that does not accept that spinsters
are anything more than unmarried women, that is, women without
men, these spinsters create for themselves an identit.y that
allows them freedom to be themselves within the context of their
irestrict. ive environments .

And using food, Lhey are also able to express their
sexuality. Because their social communities deny these women the
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sexuaf pleasures of their bodies by restricting pre-maritaf

sexualiLy, these spinsters instead experience it througrh the one

of t.he only means available to them, through food. As Schofield
points out, women throughout these novels are always associated

with food and the kitchen (1). But pym subverts this association
and food experiences become an expression of their sexuality.

The issues that f have examined in this thesis recur
throughout Pym's work, but her earry novels best displ.ay her

interest in the spinster's plight. As her career evol-ved, she

continued to write about spinsters and other women that. society
had forgotten, but she expands her work to examine, more

t.horoughly, the similar problems that men face in a society that
prescribes their rores and desires. Her incorporat.ion of
stronger mal-e charact.ers and the treatment of their ordeafs is
seen by some critics as evidence that she had become a ,better,

writer. I would argue that her strength came from her ability Lo

examine these people's lives wit.hout the political agenda and

urgiency for reform that often becomes a larg,e part of socially-
directed writing

In this thesis, I hope t.o have enriched t.he body of pym

criticism and encouraged further scholarship on her texts. What

r have not done is explore all t.he fascinating aspects of pym,s

work. For example, no one has written at any rength about the
t.ension, albeit presented humourously, between the Angro and

Roman Catholic churches that is evident in the texts. what is
Pym saying about English cul-ture and societ.y in that t.ension?
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While critical material does address the similarit.ies bet.ween the

roles of t.he ant.hropoì-ogist and the novelisL, none examines the

correspondences between the roles of the missionary and

anthropologist. No one has yet examined the animal- and vegetable

imagery in some Tame Gazel}e. Does this imagery telr us more

about the. types of spinst.ers that pym presents? very little has

been written on t.he homosexual males present in her texts and the

lack of corresponding lesbians. what does this vacuum suggest?

Also, almost no contemporary theoret.ical work has been done

on Pym's wcrk. Perhaps some see t.he texts as being too simple

for t.his type of investigation. Or perhaps there are

disadvantages to working within tight theoret.icaf confines that
mrght farl to acknowledge the subt.Ieties of pym,s work. perhaps

phallocent.ric critical theory cannot adequat.ely address women,s

issues. And feminist and lesbian studies may not be able to
address the issues of spinsterhood, a social condition previously
ígnored by the women's movement.

Finally, the writings of Barbara pym are important to the

st.udy of women's literat.ure in the rate twentieth cenLury.

Although we may no longer have an acceptabre cat.egory for what

were formerly termed spinsters (does an unmarried woman who is
cEo of a ForLune 500 company consider herserf a spinster?), the

issues t.hat. Pym's spinsters face are issues Lhat women still face

today. Not many countries have female leaders; women, in
overwhel-ming numbers, suffer from eating disorders and have

probJ-ems with their body image. I¡Iomen are st.ill- in the minority
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in male-dominated careers such as engineering. And as Marguerite
Holloway details, "some 1-00 million v/omen are missing worldwid,e-

the result of many sociocultural factors, including poor heal_th

care, nutrition and poverty" (80). Spinsters are not the only
f org-ot ten ones
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NOTES

TNTRODUCTION

1 . These characLers are f ound in chartes Dickens, Ll!!_rc__Do¡¡j!,
Tennessee will-iams' A streetcar Named De_EfËe, and uenry .lames
washinqton Square reffi

CHAPTER ONE

1. rn particufar, consider p.G. wodehouse,s comedies of socíalclass where the fictional world poses littl_e danger or risk toeither Jeeves or Woost.er.

2. Many of Pym's characters re-appear in her other works in
which t.hey play minor rores. For example, Miss Dogget.t and Míss
Morrow are central characters in crampton Hodnet, and appear
agrain in Jane and Prudence playing less centrãl roles.
3. The name connoLes Lhe image of the grampus whale that is
known for its constant blowing through its browhole. Grampian
al-so suggests the derívaLive "g-rampus" thaL describes a person
who is always puffing him/herself up. Moreover, the name
sugigests both age from t.he word "grampa" and. mood. from Lhe word
" girttmpy . "

CHAPTER TWO

1-. I was not able to f ind very much inf ormation at all about t.heplight of the spinster in Great Britain during and aft.er t.he
Second World War. Also, I v,/as noL (easily) able Lo find out. how
many unmarried women there were j-n the years following t.he war, astatistic that I thought would be most easy Lo find.
2. Because the narrator is so closely connected to Belinda, thereader can easily assume thaL Lhe narrator too is female. For
inst.ance, the novel- opens with Lhis sentence: 'lrhe new curate
seemed quite a nice young man, but what a pity it was that his
combinat.ions showed, tucked carelessly into his socks, when her'
saL down" ('7) This observation is characteristic of the femal-eswithin the text. In another example, Lhe narrator describes t.he
unpleasant stat.e of the morning room: ',Everyt.hing looked dusty,
Lhere were bits of cotton on t.he carpet., and. worsL of arl, two
vases of dead chrysanthemums" (4'l) . The phrase "worst of all"
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betrays the narrator's sensibiriLy. she clearly is aligned
socially and financially wit.h the Bede sisters, Belinda inpart.icular. Therefore I have concl-uded that the narrator must be
female.

3. Pym's connection between the words "uncLuorÌs" and salesman is
deliberate. she clearly is suggesting that Grote is there to
sell Belinda on the idea of marrying him. As the reader
discovers almost immediateJ-y, Grote is there to ,pit.ch, an j_dea.
The concept.s of love and romance do not fit his idea of marriage.

4. rn this thesis, v¡e can include Belinda's favourite hymn in
the category of poetry as it serves as another form of writ.ing
that. all-ows Belinda to escape from her social environment. Andl-ike the other types of fiterature available to her, it is rooted
within a patriarchal culture, ie. the Church of England.

5. I use the term "dominant culture" to describe the community
in which these women live. specifically, this community is
cent.red on t.he Anglo-Catholic church in which the hierarchy is
based on the positions within the church. so, for example, the
Archbishop would have the greatesL amount of power and presLige,
and all the other levels of clergy would have gradually
decreasing power. Of course v/omen at this time were not ordained
into the church and therefore had littte power within the church.
The other person with significant power within the community is
the Member of Parliament, âs pym displays j-n Jane and prudence.
Again,women,S]imitedpo1itica1act'ivityexcffiis
position as we1l.

6. one might speculate that if Mil-dred and her friend Dora
cardicote remained spinsters, they might evolve into women
similar to Mrs: Bone and her companion Miss Jessop. Here pym ispresenting anot.her st.ereot.ypical image of women, specifically the
elderly widow and the spinst.er.

7 . The obviously sexual nature of pym,s food and. cooking
references and their relation to self-identity wilI be discussed
further in chapter t.hree of this thesis.

CHAPTER THREE

l-. r coul-d find only Mary Anne schofield's article that dealt
extensively with t.he subject of food in pym,s work. some ot.her
critics, such as Michael cotserl, mention the relationship
bet.ween the spinst.ers and food, but do not. explore this idea
extensj-vefy. Almost no critics discussed at any length what Jane
Nardin calls the "comic sexual overtones" (81).

I use the phrase "sexual aggression" and later "ag.gressive
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behaviour" only in terms of pym's novel-s. whire aggression
denotes viorence and force, r use it to describe forcefut
behaviour by a group of women who have no pov/er in their
communities and who very rarely express their desires or act on
them.
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